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Abstract

The PANDA Detector Control System (abbreviated DCS) has the
purpose to monitor and control all the experimental equipment of
the PANDA detector. It shall ensure the safe and efficient operation
of the PANDA experiment and contribute to the collection of highquality data.
Building a DCS requires the cooperation of both DCS experts
and experts from the individual PANDA subsystems. Therefore,
this TDR explains the underlying concepts of the PANDA DCS,
illustrates the main software choices and provides several examples
from PANDA subsystem for the DCS on the subsystem level.
Information on the design of the DCS of a particular subsystem
can be found in the corresponding TDR and other publications of
this subsystem.
Chapter 1 gives a brief description of the PANDA experiment and
its physics program.
Chapter 2 describes the main requirements for a proper DCS and
the architectural concepts of the PANDA DCS.
Chapter 3 forms the main part of this TDR. It explains in detail
the components of the PANDA DCS, the software chosen to fulfill
the task and the communication paths between the components.
In chapter 4, hardware and software projects are presented that
can be commonly used by several PANDA subsystems. In addition,
some examples for the implementation of the DCS for an individual
device or subsystem are introduced.
Chapter 5 discusses project management issues like the expected
costs for the hardware not covered by the PANDA subsystems.

viii

The use of registered names, trademarks, etc. in this publication does not imply, even in
the absence of specific statement, that such names are exempt from the relevant laws and
regulations and therefore free for general use.
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Executive Summary
This report presents the requirements and design of titions. Each sub-detector has its own control and
the detector control system (DCS) for the PANDA field layers which are separated by a network gateexperiment.
way from each other. These partitions are brought
The PANDA detector at FAIR, Darmstadt, is de- togehter by the supervisory layer.
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signed for measurements of reactions induced by
high intensity antiproton beams with a momentum
in the range of 1.5 GeV/c up to 15 GeV/c interacting
with hydrogen or nuclear targets. The main topics of the experiment are hadron spectroscopy, in
particular the search of exotic states in the charmonium mass region and spectroscopy of multi-strange
baryons, investigation of properties of mesons embedded in nuclear matter, spectroscopy of double
hypernuclei and study of the nucleon structure.

An alarm system notifies the shift crew if a parameter is outside a predefined range. This alarm notification has two stages: A warning for small deviations which do not cause an immediate harm to the
detector, and an alarm for severe problems which
require immediate actions from the shift crew.

For quality management of the recorded physics
data, all parameters controlled and monitored by
the DCS are archived and stored in a common
database which can be accessed at any time. The
The application of a fixed target at PANDA results archived data includes the value of the parameters
in a forward peaking of the reaction products. To and alarm states.
ensure a geometrical acceptance close to 4π and a The PANDA DCS will be based on Experimental
good momentum resolution in a wide range, the Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS)
chosen setup consists of two spectrometers: the which offers a distributed control system architectarget spectrometer (TS) based on a 2 T supercon- ture.
ducting solenoid magnet surrounding the interaction point and the forward spectrometer (FS) us- This document is organized in the following way:
ing a large gap 2 Tm dipole magnet for momentum In the following chapter an outline of the PANDA
analysis of particles emitted at the most forward physics program, the accelerator center and the layangles. The FS covers an angular range of ±10◦ in out of the PANDA detector are presented.
the horizontal plane and ±5◦ in the vertical plane. In chapter 2 the basic requirements for the PANDA
The PANDA DCS ensures the safe operation of the DCS are formulated and the general concepts of the
detector by monitoring and controlling the neces- control system are proposed.
sary detector operation parameters like temperatures, voltages, gas flow etc. The DCS has to fulfill
several basic requirements: It should be scalable to
allow an easy upgrade for the individual phases of
the PANDA experiment, it should be distributed to
avoid a single point of failure and it should have an
intuitive user frontend. The operator in the control room should be notified about any problems
occuring during the operation.

Technical details of the used software components
and setup of the DCS as well as a general definition
of the interfaces to other PANDA systems like the
DAQ and the HESR are described in chapter 3.
Chapter 4 presents an overview of custom developments for the control system of different PANDA
sub-systems which can be used as common solutions. In addition tests performed with prototypes
of PANDA sub-systems are presented.

The design of the DCS is structured into three
The last chapter is devoted to organizational islayers: a common supervisory layer for the whole
sues such as responsibilities and timelines for the
PANDA detector which consists of the graphical
PANDA DCS.
user interfaces in the control room, a central storage
and the interfaces to “external” systems such as the
accelerator or the magnets. This layer is followed
by the control layer where the actual monitoring
and controlling takes place. The last layer is the
field layer which consits of all the devices needed to
operate the detector.
For maintenance and tests of the individual PANDA
sub-systems the last two layers are designed as par-
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The PANDA Experiment

1.1

The PANDA Scientific
Program

The AntiProton ANnihilations at DArmstadt
(PANDA) experiment [1], at the future Facility for
Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR), envisages a
physics core program [2] that comprises
• charmonium spectroscopy with precision measurements of mass, width, and decay branches;

production rate of 2 · 107 s−1 governs the experiment interaction rate in the order of cycle-averaged
1 · 107 s−1 . The stored antiprotons do not have a
bunch structure, and with 10% to 20% allocated to
a barrier bucket, the antiprotons are continuously
spread over about 80% of the HESR circumference.

SPARC

RF
barrier bucket

stochastic cooling
kickers
SPARC

KOALA

HESR

Dipole magnet
Quadrupole magnet
Sextupole or steerer magnet
Solenoid magnet

10

• the investigation of states that are assumed to
have more exotic configurations like multiquark
states, charmed hybrids, and glueballs;

Injection equipment

0

50m

RF cavity, stochastic cooling devices

injection
kicker
magnets
p,pbar,HI
(from CR)

5

stochas
tic
signal cooling
paths

5

1

PANDA

stochastic cooling
pickups

• the search for medium modifications of Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of the HESR. The
charmed hadrons in nuclear matter;
PANDA detector is located at the bottom. Possible lo15
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25

30

35

40

• the γ-ray spectroscopy of hypernuclei, in par- cations of the other experiments are indicated at the
top. Standard operation has the antiproton injection
ticular double Λ states.
In the charmonium and open-charm regions, many
new states have been observed in the last years,
that do not match the patterns predicted in those
regimes [3]. There are even several states unambiguously being of exotic nature, raising the question about the underlying mechanism to form such
kind of states [4].

from CR from the bottom left, or protons at reversed
field polarities.

Two complementary operating modes are planned,
named high luminosity mode and high resolution
mode. The high luminosity mode with ∆p/p =
10−4 , stochastic cooling and a pellet target density
of 4 · 1015 cm−2 will have an average luminosity of
The production of charmonium and open-charm
up to L = 1.6 · 1032 cm−2s−1 . For the high resostates in e+ e− interactions are restricted to inilution mode ∆p/p = 5 · 10−5 will be achieved with
tial spin-parities of J P C = 1−− . This limits the
stochastic cooling and will operate in conjunction
possibility to precisely scan and investigate these
with a cluster jet target to limit the energy broadresonances in formation reactions. The use of p̄p
ening caused by the target. The cycle-averaged luannihilation does not suffer from this limitation.
minosity is expected to be L = 1.6 · 1031 cm−2 s−1 .
Combined with the excellent energy resolution of
The values described here are the design values for
down to about 25 keV, this kind of reactions offer
the HESR and the PANDA experiment.
unique opportunity to perform hadron and charmoIn the modularized start version the recuperated
nium spectroscopy in the accessible energy range.
experimental storage ring (RESR) will not be available to accumulate the antiprotons. Instead, the accumulation process has to be done with the HESR
1.2 The FAIR high energy
itself. The absence of the dedicated RESR has the
store ring
implication that, on one hand, the maximum number of antiprotons is reduced by one order of magniThe combination of the high energy store ring tude to Nmax = 1010 compared to the high luminos(HESR) and PANDA aims at both high reaction ity mode. On the other hand the accumulation prorates and high resolution to be able to study rare cess, which takes a finite time, cannot be performed
production processes and small branching ratios. in parallel but further worsens the duty cycle (for
With a design value of 1011 stored antiprotons more detail see [5]). However, since the full version
for beam momenta from 1.5 GeV/c to 15 GeV/c of FAIR is decided to be built, the requirements for
and high density targets the anticipated antiproton detectors of the PANDA experiment have to be set
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up regarding the original design values.
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radius measures from 2.5 cm to 15 cm. A complete
description is found in the corresponding TDR [7].

The PANDA Experimental
Setup

Straw Tube Tracker An assembly of aluminized
boPET tubes with diameters of 10 mm is operated
at over pressure to make them self supporting. In
The cut-out of the PANDA setup in figure 1.2 shows those a single anode wire is spanned. In total 4636
the detector components. The state of the art de- straw tube tracker (STT) tubes are arranged in 27
sign covers nearly 4π of the solid angle for neutral as layers around the MVD. With a length of 150 cm
well as charged particles in a very broad momentum and an outer radius of 41.8 cm a coordinate resolurange. It can be divided into the target spectrom- tion of 150 µm in the transversal plane and about
eter (TS) and the forward spectrometer (FS) part 3 mm in the longitudinal direction is achieved. For
which is defined by the spectrometer magnet ar- more details the reader is referred to the technical
rangement. The lifetime of the PANDA detector is design report (TDR) [8].
divided into different phases. Some detector components will not be available when PANDA starts data
tacking for the first time, but will be integrated as Forward GEM Detectors gas electron multiplier
an upgrade at later phases of the experiment. The (GEM) detectors have proven in several applicastart version of the detector, which also includes the tions excellent high rate capabilities combined with
detector control system, is called the “Day-1” setup. a large area coverage at a small form factor. Three
stations are placed between 1.1 m and 1.9 m downstream of the interaction point and are detecting
charged particle tracks at polar angles below 22◦
to extend the acceptance of the STT into forward
1.3.1 PANDA Targets
directions.
The PANDA Target Spectrometer is designed to allow the installation of different targets. For hydrogen as target material both Cluster Jet Targets and Barrel DIRC The barrel detector of internally rePellet Targets are being prepared. One main tech- flected cherenkov light (DIRC) covers particle iden◦
◦
nical challenge is the distance of 2 m between the tification in the polar angle range of 22 < θ < 140
and is based on the successful BaBar DIRC detarget injection point and the dumping region.
tector [9]. 1.7 cm thick fused silica slabs are surThe cluster jet target has a constant thickness as a
rounding the beam pipe in a radial distance of
function of time whereas a pellet target with aver45 cm to 54 cm. As a segmented photon readage velocities of around 50 m/s and average pellet
out Micro-Channel Plate (MCP) Photo Multiplier
spacing of 3 mm has pellet target density variations
Tubes (PMTs) were chosen which are by design inon the 10-100 µs timescale [6].
sensitive to magnetic fields. More details can be
An extension of the targets to heavier gases such as found in the corresponding TDR [10].
deuterium, nitrogen, or argon is planned for complementary studies with nuclear targets. In addition
wire or foil targets are used in a dedicated setup for Forward End-Cap DIRC Particle identification for
polar angles between 5◦ < θ < 22◦ is performed by
the production of hypernuclei.
the forward end-cap DIRC detector. The radiator
discs have thickness of 2 cm and a radius of up to
1.3.2 PANDA Spectrometer
110 cm. A sophisticated optical system is attached
to the outer rim in order to correct for Cherenkov
Micro Vertex Detector The micro vertex detec- light dispersion before measuring the photon coortor (MVD) consists of a four layer barrel detector dinates with MCP PMTs.
and six detector wheels in the forward direction
made from radiation hard silicon pixel and strip
sensors. It was optimized for the detection of sec- Scintillator Tile Barrel A time-of-flight (TOF)
ondary decay vertices from charmed and strange barrel system is placed outside of the barrel DIRC
hadrons as well as for a maximum acceptance close detector to identify charged particles with a slow
to the interaction point. Moreover transversal mo- velocity and to detect photon conversions in the
mentum resolution is improved compared to a setup DIRC detector. In total 5760 scintillator tiles with
without the MVD. It is about 40 cm long and its dimensions of 28.5 cm × 28.5 cm and silicon PMTs
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Cluster &
Pellet Target

Solenoid Muon
Dipole
Magnet Chambers Magnet

Dipole
ToF

Muon Range Luminosity
System
Detector
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Hypernuclear
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EMC
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ToF
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Figure 1.2: Side view of PANDA with the target spectrometer (TS) of the left side, and the forward spectrometer
(FS) starting with the dipole magnet center on the right side. The antiproton beam enters from the left. Detector
components labeled in black are part of the Day-1 setup, red labels indicate upgrades for later phases.
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attached to each end of a tile are providing hit information with a time resolution of 100 ps. Therefore
these are essential in many event time reconstruction algorithms used for the PANDA software triggers. In addition a good spatial resolution is used
as an input to the online pattern recognition. More
details can be found in the corresponding TDR [11].

In the forward direction 3600 tapered crystals are
forming the end cap and the backward direction is
covered with 592 crystals to cover the geometrical
acceptance of the TS region.

Muon Detectors The outer layers of the PANDA
detector consist of altering iron structures and aluminum mini drift tubes (MDT). High energetic piElectromagnetic
Calorimeters The PANDA ons are absorbed and muons remain to be identified.
electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) is presented Moreover in the TS region the iron material is at the
in the corresponding TDR [12]. It features a same time the magnet yoke for the magnetic field
geometrically compact design, high count rate flux return. The muon detector TDR [13] gives a
capability and excellent energy resolution of below complete picture of this system.
2% at 1 GeV/c photon momentum. To achieve
this lead tungstate (PbWO4 ), cooled down to
−25◦ C for a higher photon yield, as a scintillating Forward Trackers A set of straw tubes arranged
material was chosen. Starting at an inner radius in double layers upstream, inside and downstream
of about 57 cm 11360 20 cm long crystals with a of the dipole reconstructs the charged particle traface area of 2.1 × 2.1 cm2 are arranged to a barrel. jectories in the forward direction. Details on the
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forward trackers can be found in the corresponding
TDR [14]
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Forward Particle Identification For the particle
identification in the forward region a Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector (RICH) is planned combined with a TOF system up- and downstream of
the RICH. The RICH detector is likely to consist
of a self focusing radiator array [15]. The separation of π/K/p tracks would cover a wide range
of 2 GeV/c to 15 GeV/c track momentum when implementing two or more consecutive silica aerogel
layers with increasing densities as a radiator. Plane
light weight mirrors deflect rings of Cherenkov light
out of acceptance which are then sensed by a matrix
of PMTs.
For the low momentum region slabs made from plastic scintillator and PMTs attached to both ends
would be arranged to TOF walls covering a momentum range of up to 2.8 GeV/c for π/K separation and up to 4.7 GeV/c in case of K/p separation. To do so a timing resolution of 50 ps must be
achieved [16].

free running and instantaneous readout. It has to
be able to extract physical events based on data
signatures, called feature extraction. The physically relevant information is processed and sent to
data concentrators were the information of several
front ends are collected. From here the complete
detector information of one HESR burst is transmitted to the event building stage and the compute
nodes. The compute nodes employ modern FPGAs
that reconstruct all tracks and correlate these with
the data from particle identification (PID) detectors. Different physics triggers using cuts on reconstructed variables such as invariant mass distributions or transverse momenta will decide which
events contain information relevant to the physics
program and are written to disk for offline analysis.
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Event Builder
Forward EMC The forward EMC will consist of
11 × 11 × 68 cm3 large shashlik-type modules
which
√
Compute Node
can achieve a resolution as good as 4%/ E [17]. An
array of lead-scintillator slabs is perforated longituData
dinally by wavelength shifting fibers. The spatial
SODA
resolution of those relatively large modules is increased by the readout with 4 PMTs each module. Figure 1.3: Schematic of the PANDA DAQ architecIn total a wall made from 351 modules is placed up- ture (based on [19]).
stream of the last muon wall in the PANDA setup.

Luminosity Detector The most downstream detector is the luminosity detector (LMD) which measures the elastically scattered antiprotons at small
angles. The LMD is a small tracking station with
four layers of High-Voltage Active Monolithic pixel
sensors covering the full azimuthal angle and polar
angles between 3 mrad to 8 mrad. Details about the
LMD detector can be found in the corresponding
TDR [18].

1.4

45

PANDA Data aquisition

The operation of the PANDA DAQ is synchronized with the synchronization of data acquisition
(SODA) system which is able to provide a common
reference time to all components with a precision of
20 ps. It is coupled to the burst structure1 of the
HESR beam and assigns a burst number to each
data frame. This way it is possible to assemble a
complete event out of the information from individual detector components within the event building
network.
For the SODA data frames the layout of HADES2
data frames has been adopted and modified to the
needs of the PANDA DAQ. Table 1.1 illustrates the
structure of such a frame which can be divided in

Due to the high interaction rate at the PANDA spectrometer the data acquisition (DAQ) will feature a
1. One revolution of an antiproton bunch in the HESR
decentralized approach for feature extraction. The interacting with the target is called burst. 10 bursts are
complete schematic of the PANDA DAQ system is a super-burst.
depicted in figure 1.3. It will employ a push ar2. HADES is heavy-ion experiment at GSI, https://
chitecture where every front end of the setup has a www-hades.gsi.de/
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7
byte 31 ... 16
byte 15 ... 0
last-packet flag; data size in bytes
packet number
not used
not used
status and error
system ID
super-burst Number
data
Table 1.1: Layout of one data frame (adopted from
HADES) [20]. Each row above the data stream corresponds to 32 bits of information summing up to a 128 bit
long header.

pairs of 16 bit short integers. A 128 bit long header
is followed by the detector data. [20]

5

In addition to time synchronization, the SODA link
can be used for transmission of DCS information to
the detector front ends. A more complete overview
of the PANDA DAQ can be found in [19].
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2

Detector Control System Architecture

2.1

Requirements and Design
Goals

and alarms which should indicate clearly the source
of fault.

Due to the long lifetime of the experiment the sysThe design of PANDA detector control system tem should be sustainable. This goal demands the
(DCS) is the outcome of how the PANDA experi- usage, where is possible, of common hardware, open
source software and industry standards.
ment is built, commissioned and operated:
• the experiment is assembled from sub-systems
built by different institutions scattered all over
the world

2.2

5

PANDA Online Systems
Overview

• the assembly is performed in stages

10

15

The PANDA detector is planned to be operated by
• the operation of the experiment should be effi- different online systems — Detector Control, Data
cient and safe
Acquisition, Experiment Control — each of them
being designed to perform specific tasks (Fig. 2.1).
• the experiment should communicate with other
The Detector Control System is designed to control
online systems
and monitor the experimental equipment associated
• the experiment should be operated by few peo- to PANDA sub-systems, and to exchange information with other online systems, its main goal beple, non-experts, from a central control room
ing the accurate, efficient and safe operation of the
• the overall lifetime of the experiment is of the PANDA detector.
order of decades.
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DCS will have to monitor and control
The PANDA

O 106 channels.
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The above list is non-exhaustive so the first requirement is the ease of expansion and scalablility in
hardware and software.
The second main requirement is a distributed
system that should permit the autonomous operation of individual sub-systems during commissioning, calibration or maintenance.
While maintaining scalability and autonomy of the
sub-systems the system should be consistent, the
control and monitoring being performed from a central software application, resulting from the integration of independently developed components at the
level of sub-systems.

Figure 2.1: PANDA online systems flowchart

The system should be highly available, with min- The DCS software at the sub-system level is divided
imum down-times, and efficient in executing vari- in two categories, Front-End (FE) and Back-End
ous tasks at the device or network level.
(BE).
The system should communicate with other PANDA Most of the FE software components — Graphical
or external systems.
Operator Interface layout and style, Finite State
The central software application should have an intuitive and user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI). Any malfunctioning of system components should be signaled to operators with warnings

Machine interface, general purpose scripts — are
going to be standardized, toolkits and generic templates, applicable to many sub-system’s needs, being made available in a dedicated DCS software
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repository. This type of support coming from the
DCS Core Group will positively reduce the software development effort at sub-system level and
also guarantee the DCS consistency.
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The Run Control has a bidirectional communication with the DCS, DAQ and Computing Control
System. It is responsible to send commands to the
other systems and should receive operation paramThe sub-system DCS Back-End (BE) represents the eters from the DCS and information about abnorequipment’s — power supplies, pumps, sensors, flow mal behavior. The data acquisition should only
meters, actuators — and software components — be started by the run control, if the DCS reports
device drivers and high-level applications — used back that all subsystems are working and successto operate the detector and its associated services. fully configured.
Some PANDA sub-systems are well advanced in the In addition the ECS will be monitoring the other
implementation of controls, hardware and software online systems and receive all monitoring informaprototypes being already validated in beam or lab tion and status or alarm information from the DCS
tests. These prototypes, which already represents continuously.

5

10

a source of common solutions to be implemented
by other sub-systems, are going to be presented in
more detail in Chapter 4.

The last part is dedicated to archive shift information, meta data from the data taking and configurations settings via an electronic logbook.

15

The PANDA DCS Core Group recommends the usage of common hardware and software and will offer support for the implementation of common solutions at sub-system level. However, it is the subsystem DCS experts responsibility to develop the
software components capable to ensure the correct
operation of the sub-system, to detect any local
anomalies, that can affect the sub-system hardware
and detector, and to guarantee the transition in a
safe state in case of emergency situations.

Details on the ECS and its working packages will
be the subject of a dedicated PANDA publication
after the completion of the technical design for all
PANDA online systems. In the present TDR the
concept and implementation of Finite-State Machine (FSM) in the DCS framework are described
in Sec. 3.5.

20

Hardware Architecture
The experiment should exchange data with other 2.3
“external” control systems of the PANDA Magnet,
HESR and FAIR. The interface with external sys- The hardware architecture of the PANDA DCS will
tems will be provided by the central DCS via Eth- be organized in a three layer stack — Supervisory,
ernet or field-bus, the exchanged data being in the Control and Field — as shown in Fig. 2.2.
form of states and commands or numerical values.
The highest level, Supervisory, is the level from
The data acquisition (DAQ) is dedicated to the where the overall control of the detector is goread-out of data acquired from the PANDA de- ing to be performed. The level will incorporate
tector channels via self-triggered front-end elec- workstations and servers with well defined roles as
tronic (FEE). The DAQ core features are hard- high-level control and monitoring of PANDA subware trigger-less, very precise timing using a com- detectors, database archiving, historical data remon clock source, and data-reduction using online trieval and processing, interfacing with external syssoftware event filtering.
tems.
The central DCS will have a reserved bidirectional External systems are the HESR, PANDA Magnets,
data-path to communicate with sub-systems while FAIR safety and access control and the Detector
the DAQ will communicate with the FEE via two Safety System. These systems are going to be mandedicated paths. One path, bidirectional, will be aged by a dedicated information dispatcher workused for the synchronization and configuration of station. The information flow will be bi-directional
the FEE through the SodaNet protocol.The second and accessible to all PANDA sub-systems, in order
path, unidirectional, from FEE to DAQ, is reserved to correlate with the external systems states.
for the detector digitized data.
The Control Layer and Field Layers are additionally
The Experiment Control System (ECS) is respon- divided in autonomous partitions corresponding to
sible with the coherent operation of PANDA dur- individual PANDA sub-detectors and sub-systems.
ing physics data-taking, being foreseen to perform These partitioning allows independent development
the overall control of data-taking per run. It can of controls for each sub-system, later integrated into
be divided into three main working packages: Run the central system, and a redundant distributed
Control, Monitoring and Logging.
control system in case of central control failure.
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The Field Layer consists of all the devices — power
supplies, gas, cooling water, mechanical actuators,
etc — and sensors used to monitor and control the
sub-system. These devices are spread all over the
experimental area and are all the operational services which need to be provided for the detector.

(see sec. 3.6.2). The display can access the database
to show trends of certain data over a period of time.
In order to ensure safe operation of the detector the
configuration of the subdetectors will be stored in a
Configuration Database. Changing these configuration parameters is only allowed to the subdetector
The communication between supervisory hardware experts and not to a normal operator. Therefore
and control layer servers will be performed via Eth- the display part of the software also has an authenernet network. Gateways are used to connect the tication module which restricts access to most write
autonomous partitions in the control layer to the su- commands to specific users.
pervisory layer. The connection between the gateway and the controllers will be also Ethernet based
while the connection with the field devices will be
performed mainly via industrial field-buses.

2.4

Software Components

The main software components are shown in fig. 2.3.
The I/O Controller will contain a Device Driver,
which communicates with a device in the Field
Layer. It acts as a bidirectional interface between
the device and the controller to read or write data.
From the Supervisory Layer commands can be send
to the controller. These commands can be divided
into two categories:

25

• discrete (low-level) , that can be executed directly by the controller;
• abstract (high-level), that should be converted
in a sequence of low-level commands.
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Discrete commands read or write data directly via
the device driver. While abstract commands are interpreted and processed by a Finite-State Machine
(FSM) which translates the abstract command into
multiple predefined read/write commands which
follow certain conditions. A simplified abstract
model of a FSM is shown in fig. 2.4. The concepts
of the finite state machine will be explained in more
detail in section 3.5.
The execution status for both type of commands
should be set by the controller.
A second main software component shown in figure
2.3 is the display, which will be used to visualize the
data from the field devices in a meaningful manner, so that the operator can see and understand
the status of the detector, and can send the necessary commands easily. In case an alarm is triggered
by a subdetector the operator will be informed via
the display. The data of the DCS as well as every
alarm will be stored in databases which are handled by a Database Management System (DBMS)
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Figure 2.2: Conceptual drawing of the hardware architecture of the detector control system
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Figure 2.3: Conceptual drawing of the software architecture for the sub-detector control system.
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Figure 2.4: Abstract model of sub-detector, showing the finite states and transitions between them, that should
be implemented in the control system.
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3

Control System implementation

3.1

Core Software Choice:
EPICS

easily.

The large user base has also led to the development
of many other tools that can connect to EPICS
via network and provide additional services like the
The core software that was chosen for the PANDA graphical user interface (see Sec. 3.3.2), parameDCS is the Experimental Physics and Industrial ter archiving software (see Sec. 3.6.3). In addition,
Control System (EPICS) framework.
hardware vendors started to provide support for
This section will present the reasons why the connecting their products to EPICS, thus eliminatPANDA DCS group decided to use EPICS instead ing the need for custom device support development
of one of its competitors, a detailed technical expla- (see Sec. 3.2.2).
nation of EPICS, its components, and features will To provide access security, the network of the
follow in Sec. 3.2.
PANDA DCS will be split into several subnets,

which is possible due to the distributed nature of
EPICS. Each PANDA subdetector will get its own
subnet (see Sec. 3.2.4) and any operation that requires expert knowledge or is potentially harmful
to the subdetector hardware can only be executed
from within that subnet, so only persons from the
specific subdetector groups having the proper authorization will be able to initiate such commands.
All detector information will be relayed to the supervisory layer (see Sec. 2.3) via a read-only transEPICS runs under almost every operating system port. This enables the PANDA DCS to allow nonand can run on both high-power computer as well as expert operation by a small team in the control
on small single-board computers with limited com- room: The people on shift will be able to see the
complete status of the detector, but they cannot
puting resources[2] (see Sec. 3.2.3)
accidentally cause any damage.
EPICS is used by accelerator centers and physics
experiments all around the world and therefore has If used in conjunction with other open source softa large user base, an active development community ware, an EPICS-based DCS can provide failover
and is proven to work properly[3]. The large user capabilities[4] (see Sec. 3.2.7), which means that the
base and the vibrant community provide a very high tasks of a failing device are automatically translikelihood that EPICS will be actively maintained ferred to another device or a backup device, this
over the whole lifespan of the PANDA experiment. increases the operational security of the PANDA
detector and minimizes downtime due to technical
An EPICS-based control system follows a dis- problems.
tributed architecture (see Sec. 3.2.3), so there will
be many (small) computers running EPICS instead
of a large device being a single point of failure. This
3.2 Technical Details of
also allows an EPICS-based control system to meet
the goals laid out in Sec. 2.1 because the distributed
EPICS-based DCS
architecture means that every PANDA subdetector
can be tested autonomously and additional subde3.2.1 Introduction
tectors can be added over time.
EPICS is an open source application[1] (see
Sec. 3.2.9) under a BSD-like license. This not only
means PANDA can use it without having to pay any
license fees, but it also means that everybody can
get access to the source code and has both the possibility and the right to make modifications to EPICS
if this is deemed necessary. Using open source software also protects against the negative effects of
“vendor lock-in” where the customer is at the mercy
of his software vendor for good and for bad.

The distributed nature of EPICS and its efficient
use of memory and network bandwidth also imply
that an EPICS-based DCS is highly scalable. Because every computer running EPICS is only responsible for operating a small part of the DCS,
the total distributed system can control and monitor several hundreds of thousands of parameters

EPICS is not a monolithic application, but it is a
tool set to create an individual control system for
a specific detector or accelerator. EPICS has a distributed architecture centered around process variables. “A Process Variable (PV) is a named piece
of data associated with the machine (e. g. status,
readback, setpoint, parameter).” [3] Every PV has
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a defined set of attributes like value, timestamp or
alarm status. EPICS uses a client/server architecture, with the addition that every server can also
act as client and connect to another server. In
the context of EPICS, there are several kinds of
servers like Input/Output Controllers (IOCs) and
CA Gateways [2].

age power supplies used by the EMC and the
LMD.

If no device support is available for a certain device, one has to write the corresponding code.
For the PANDA project, this was the case with
the high voltage power supplies made by iseg
Spezialelektronik GmbH. They can be controlled
An IOC is usually connected to the hardware of
via StreamDevice, but this has proven to be slow
the experiment that should be monitored and conand error-prone, so PANDA member Florian Feldtrolled. This hardware includes power supplies, vacbauer has created a comprehensive device support
uum pumps, valves, front-end electronics, temperafor these power supplies in close collaboration with
ture sensors and cooling compressors. The connecthe engineers from iseg (see Sec. 4.2.2).
tion between the IOC and the devices can be established via a variety of interfaces like Ethernet, RS232, RS-485 and Controller Area Network (CAN) 3.2.3 EPICS IOCs
bus. Which one is chosen depends primarily on the
interfaces supported by the hardware vendor.
The IOCs are the building blocks of an EPICSEach IOC makes all its information available on the based detector control system. They feature a
local network. The communication protocol used memory-resident database of all parameters of all
is a custom protocol developed for EPICS called devices assigned to them. Via the CA protocol,
Channel Access. Via Channel Access (CA), a client they can query data from any other IOC on the
can retrieve information, modify information and same network and provide their data to any client
ask to be informed about any new data for a specific on the network [2].
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The software IOC (abbrev. SoftIOC) was originally developed to run under Wind River’s realtime operating system vxWorks, but today it can
3.2.2 Device Support
also run under any Unix-like operating system as
long as it provides POSIX compatibility. Within
The construction of an EPICS-based control sysPANDA, the IOCs will mostly run on Linux and
tem starts with a set of C/C++ code implementing
RTEMS machines. An IOC does not need much
a so-called “device support”. These routines enable
computing resources, so it runs flawlessly on lowan EPICS IOC to talk to an individual piece of
power single-board computers like the Raspberry
hardware. For many devices, a generic device supPi1 or the BeagleBone Black2 . Both boards have
port written by members of the EPICS community
been successfully used during the construction of
can be used, so no programming work is necessary.
both the forward endcap EMC and the luminosity
Examples for these generic device support modules
detector. Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor
are:
Systems (RTEMS)3 is an open source real time operating system which will be used to operate the
• StreamDevice[5] can control any hardware with
FAIR DCS Board which is designed to be used in
a string-based sequential protocol. It can use
places with a high radiation flux where standard
any character-based communication protocol
boards like the Raspberry Pi would not work proplike a RS-232 serial line, USB-based serial line
erly (see Sec. 4.1.4).
or a TCP socket. StreamDevice has been used
within PANDA to control the cooling units for EPICS uses a custom build system based on GNU
the prototype (see Sec. 4.3) of the electromag- make which includes ready-to-use support for cross
netic calorimeter and the luminosity detector. compilation. Cross compilation is the process of
converting source code into an executable that is
• devModbus[6] implements all three specifica- designed to run on a different processor architections of the ModBus standard (ModBus RTU, ture than the processor on which the build system
ModBus ASCII and ModBus TCP). It is used is running. This way, an EPICS IOC can also be
to control the pumps and the cooling compres- operated on embedded devices that do not provide
sor of the EMC.
the means to run a compiler themselves.
• devSNMP[7] can operate any device accessible via the Simple Network Message Protocol (SNMP), e. g. the Wiener PL-512 low volt-

1. https://www.raspberrypi.org/
2. https://beagleboard.org/black
3. https://www.rtems.org/
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Except the device support routines (see Sec. 3.2.2),
the IOC is ready to use and does not need any modifications to the code. It is configured by a set of text
files which contain instructions as the addresses of
the devices to be controlled and names to be given
to the PVs. The names have to adhere to the naming convention outlined in Sec. 3.2.5.
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stitute (PSI). The accelerator facility at PSI uses
the same approach for their control system. Instead
of subdetectors individual user beam lines are separated via gateways and VLANs. The complete facility is larger than the PANDA detector in terms of
numbers of PVs and the update rate of many PVs is
100 Hz [9]. Still standard network equipment is sufficient and no special requirements for the control
system could be identified.

Network Structure

The gateway for each subnet will also run a Network
Time Protocol (NTP) daemon[10], so that every
Channel Access itself only works within the local other computer in that subnet can use this NTP
subnet because it uses broadcast packets to discover server to synchronize its clock properly. In contrast
the IOC responsible for a certain PV and the spec- to the DAQ readout systems, the DCS does not
ification of the Internet Protocol (RFCs 791 and need nanosecond precision, so the synchronization
2460) does not allow broadcasts to cross the router achievable via NTP is more than sufficient for the
into a different subnet.
purposes of the DCS.
To mitigate this problem, there is a special applica- The supervisory DCS will provide a master NTP
tion called “Channel Access Gateway” whose task is server that will keep the “official” time for the
to forward CA traffic between subnets. This access PANDA DCS. This server will synchronize with a
across network boundaries can be subject to restric- trusted public source such as the one provided by
tions in the gateway configuration, e. g. some PVs the German Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
can be protected against write access [8].
(PTB) in Braunschweig, the time of this public
When the PANDA detector is assembled, every sub- NTP server is based on the caesium clock operated
4
detector will be provided with a separate subnet to by the PTB .
setup its machines and controls. For every subde- The reason for having a master NTP server on the
tector, there will be at least one IOC to operate said PANDA network is to keep a common time even
subdetector. The access of the supervisory layer if external synchronization sources are unavailable,
to this IOC will be routed through a CA gateway, e. g. due to a problem with the internet uplink of
which will restrict the access to the level necessary FAIR.
for standard operation by the shift crew and the
central logging of the detector performance. Potentially dangerous operations that require expert 3.2.5 PV Naming Convention
knowledge will not be available from the supervisory layer but the expert will need to log on to a The name of each PV must be unique within all of
computer inside the subnet via Secure Shell (SSH) PANDA and FAIR. Therefore, these naming conventions have been established by the PANDA DCS
to perform the task.
Core Group.
This architecture ensures that the goal set in
Sec. 2.1 is met: Because every subdetector has its All PV names consist of several sections in hierarown network and its own control system, it can run chical order, separated by colons (“:”):
autonomously if necessary, e. g. for test runs during
1. Experiment specifier: PANDA
the assembly of PANDA. It also ensures a reasonable level of operational security as a non-expert
2. Abbreviation for subdetector
cannot accidentally initiate a hazardous command.
3. (Optional) Subdivision of subdetector
The requirements on the network performance are
mainly driven by the data rate and not the number of PVs. As most PVs will be read out with 0.2
Hz the data rate is low so that any standard network equipment is sufficient. The individual subdetector networks can be realized via virtual local
networks (VLAN). Firewalls on the gateways will
be utilized to block any unnecessary connections.
This concept is already proven to work by many
accelerator facilities such as the Paul Scherrer In-
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4. Signal specification or type
5. (Optional) Segmentation coordinates
6. (Optional) Channel number
7. Abbreviation for value (like Tmom for current
temperature)
4. https://www.ptb.de/
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Including the experiment specifier PANDA in every
PV name excludes any naming conflicts with other
experiments or accelerators at FAIR. Similarly,
the subdetector specifier prevents naming conflicts
within PANDA.
In addition to the aforementioned naming scheme,
some additional rules have to be followed:

10

• A PV name must not contain more than 63
characters and should not contain more than
40 characters.
• A PV name must not contain any whitespace
characters (space, tab, etc.).

15

20

The first question is answered by matching the
name of the process variable against a set of regular expressions. These regular expressions can be
annotated with either “deny” or “allow”, which of
the two shall take precedence if both apply is configurable. If the evaluation of all matching regular expressions and the precedence setting result in
“deny”, the gateway will ignore the request. If the
result is “allow”, the gateway will forward the request to the CA server (IOC). The “deny” and “allow” verdict can also be applied only to some clients,
this can be used e. g. to prevent a loop between two
gateways serving the same PV[8].
Example: To allow the access to all PVs for the
micro vertex detector (MVD), the rule would be:

5

10

15

• A PV “base name” (record name) must not contain the period character (“.”) as it is the dePANDA:MVD:.* ALLOW
limiter between record name and field name in
EPICS.
If one wanted to allow access to all PVs except those
in the “internal” subdivision of the MVD, the rules
• A PV name should not contain any non-ASCII would be:
character like umlauts or accents.
• A PV name must not contain any nonprintable character (code points 0x00 to 0x1F
and 0x7F in ASCII).

EVALUATIONORDER ALLOW,DENY
PANDA:MVD:.* ALLOW
PANDA:MVD:INTERNAL:.* DENY

If a request is allowed by the gateway, the question
of whether to allow write access or only read access
is determined by rules similar to the ones used by
the
access security settings of the IOC itself[2]. This
3.2.6 Channel Access Gateway
can be a global setting like “all access to this PV via
The EPICS Channel Access Gateway (CA Gate- the gateway is read-only” or it can be differentiated
way) will be used in PANDA to regulate the ac- between client hosts and users upon them. The
cess to process variables between subnets (see PVs can be assigned to “access security groups” and
different rules can be made for each of these groups.
Sec. 3.2.4).
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• PV names are case sensitive.
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The gateway has a client and a server side: The
client side connects to an EPICS server (in most
cases an IOC) and uses the ca_monitor() call to
stay informed about every change to that process
variable. The server side acts like an IOC, i. e. other
clients can connect to it and use the process variable as if the gateway itself was the EPICS instance
responsible for it. As long as the gateway configuration allows it, read, write, and monitor access are
possible. Besides access security considerations, the
CA Gateway saves resources in the IOC as many
clients behind the gateway appear as just one client
to the IOC[8].

For more sophisticated rules, the level of access allowed can also be subject to conditions using the
value of other PVs as input. For example, write
access to some PVs may be disabled during datataking. In addition, all write requests can be forwarded to a custom application that logs the request or reacts in any other way necessary.

The most probable scenario in PANDA is to allow
read access to (almost) all PVs of a subdetector and
restrict write access to only those PVs that need to
be accessed by the operator in the control room to
run the experiment. If another parameter has to
be changed or a potentially dangerous action has
There are two main configuration files for the CA to be performed, the responsible expert for that
Gateway: One defines which PV requests the gate- subdetector can login into the subnet of his subway should respond to and the second defines detector (see Sec. 3.2.4) and execute the necessary
whether write access to a PV should be allowed,
5. Technically, the second file can also be used to block read
if no the PV is read-only for the client accessing it access, but in most cases one would use the first configuration
via the gateway5 .
file to do that.
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commands there. Alternatively, write access to certain PVs can be allowed for specific users in the
gateway access security configuration. In this case,
the expert could login within CS-Studio and get
additional options directly in the operator interface
GUI.
The standard application of the gateway is using to
allow CA clients on the supervisory layer access to
IOCs (and other CA servers) on the control layer
(see Sec. 2.3). This means that the client side of
the CA gateway is connected to the subdetector
network and the server side is connected to the supervisory DCS subnet (see Sec. 3.2.4).
But it is also possible to use the gateway the other
way around. This configuration is called “reverse
gateway” and means that the gateway provides applications running in the subnet of a subdetector
access to PVs from the supervisory layer. This can
be PVs from IOCs that are located on the supervisory layer (e. g. from run control) or – via the “normal” gateway – PVs from IOCs inside the subnets
of another subsystem. In PANDA, this will be used
for example by the hypernuclei target which needs
information from the luminosity detector to work
properly.

3.2.7
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Failover Considerations

The distributed design of an EPICS-based DCS
guarantees that there will not be any single point
of failure for the whole system. As outlined in
Sec. 3.2.4, each subdetector of PANDA will operate
at least one IOC to control its hardware. Nevertheless, if an IOC fails, monitoring and controlling
the devices for which that IOC is responsible will
no longer be possible until the IOC is back online
or has been replaced. An example of an implementation for an EPICS IOC is presented in [4].
The possible mitigations for such a situation depend on the hardware and its communication interfaces: If the hardware is controlled via network
(e. g. Ethernet) or a multi-node field bus (e. g. CAN
bus), it is possible to provide a “backup IOC” on
a separate computer which is connected to all the
interfaces that the main IOC is connected to. This
backup IOC would have the same configuration as
the main IOC so it could take the main one’s role
instantly. The failover procedure in this case would
be as follows: If the failover software on the supervisory layer detects a connection loss to an IOC, it
first tries to restart that IOC. If this is not successful or the computer the IOC is running on does
not respond at all, the backup IOC is activated and
becomes the new main IOC. The broken IOC will

then be repaired by the responsible subdetector experts and become the new backup IOC ready to
step in when necessary.
If the hardware is controlled by a distinct point-topoint connection (e. g. RS-232), connecting a second
computer to the same bus is not straightforward.
A system to restart a crashed IOC or reboot the
computer in case of a crash of the operating system is also possible in this scenario, but switching
control to another computer automatically is more
challenging. One possible option is using a dedicated board that acts as access multiplexer and is
controlled by the failover system.
Another possible error source is the CA gateway
which is used to connect every subdetector to the
supervisory layer as explained in Sec. 3.2.4. If it
fails, the controls for the respective subdetector will
still work, but they become inaccessible from the supervisory layer. The PC running the CA gateway
software also acts as gateway between the subnet of
the subdetector and the subnet of the supervisory
layer. If not just the CA gateway application but
the whole operating system fails, the archive system
would no longer be able to record changes within
that subdetector. In addition, experts responsible
for said subdetector could no longer access their systems via SSH.
The mitigation strategy here is the same as explained above for frontend devices connected to the
network: A failover system will constantly monitor
all CA gateways and react if there is any connection
loss. If restart and reboot attempts prove unsuccessful, the failover system can activate a backup
gateway that takes over the job.

3.2.8

Machine Safety
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“Machine Safety” means to ensure safe operating
conditions at all times and to provide for an emergency shutdown if a hazard occurs to prevent permanent damage to any component.
For different reasons, EPICS is not a suitable tool
to achieve this. The main reason is that any software running on a general-purpose computer under
a general-purpose operating system may crash or
be otherwise unresponsive when a problem occurs.
Therefore, the task of machine safety should be fulfilled by dedicated hardware, without a processor if
possible. An example for this is the temperature
protection board of the PANDA Luminosity Detector. The LMD contains several electronic parts in
the vacuum which will be destroyed by high temperature. To prevent this, there are temperature
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sensors connected to a printed circuit board (PCB)
equipped with comparators that permanently check
if the temperature exceeds the threshold. If this
occurs, the power to the whole system inside the
vacuum will be cut automatically so the electronics
cannot heat up any further.

Platform[15, 16]. Its source code is publicly available on GitHub7 .

One of the features provided by CS-Studio is an operator interface, a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
for an EPICS-based DCS. CS-Studio contains its
own, Java-based implementation of the Channel AcThe role of EPICS in machine safety is to distribute cess protocol (see Sec. 3.2.1). Using this protocol,
the information that the dedicated hardware has re- CS-Studio can query and monitor all relevant PVs
acted to a problem, but not to control the protective and display their data on the screen.
action itself. Based on the information relayed by CS-Studio follows a modular approach in the traEPICS, the supervisory system can alert the shift dition of Eclipse: Based on said Rich Client Platcrew, log the incident in the archive database, and form, the software is built from loosely-connected
notify the responsible experts. If EPICS was out of modules: A module can define an abstract interface
order when the machine safety system intervened, that can be implemented by another module. Using
the information about this would be delayed, but this approach support for e. g. a new database type
the necessary action itself would happen immedi- or a new shiftlog system can be added by writing
ately.
a module for this new system that implements the
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aforementioned interfaces.
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EPICS is covered by a custom, permissive, open
source license called the “EPICS Open License”[1].
This license allows the redistribution in source and
binary form as long as the copyright notices are kept
intact. As a permissive license, it does not require
that a binary must be accompanied with the corresponding source code. The license is similar to
the well-known FreeBSD license[11], but for EPICS
additional provisions regarding its usage by the government of the United States had to be added because the U. S. government paid for its development.

Apart from the GUI, CS-Studio also provides an
archive engine, an alarm engine and a text-tospeech engine for making announcements. These
features of CS-Studio are discussed in the sections
3.6.3.2 and 3.4.2.

3.3.2

CS-Studio offers several modules that collectively
provide a comprehensive GUI to monitor and operate the PANDA detector. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show
examples of such GUIs that were created using CSStudio.

CS-Studio contains a wide variety of GUI elements
that resemble physical control elements like LEDs,
gauges, meters, thermometers and different types of
switches. The CS-Studio Data Browser can plot the
Although source code distribution is not required variation of any parameter over time, in connection
by the conditions of the license, access to the source with the archive system (see Sec. 3.6.3) the user
code of the DCS components is vital to guarantee can also view the chronological development of the
the proper operation of PANDA over the course of parameter.
more than a decade (see Sec. 2.1), so all PANDA CS-Studio provides a WYSIWYG (what you see is
members are advised to upload their source code to what you get) Operators Interface (OPI) editor, so
the central PANDA GitLab Repository6 and main- new user interfaces can be created without having
tain it there properly.
to write any source code. Nevertheless, if one desires to do so the GUI can also be created using code
as CS-Studio uses a simple XML file format to store
the composition of the user interface. This also
3.3 Graphical User Interface
means that GUIs can be auto-generated or adapted
using scripts.

Control System Studio

Control System Studio[14], abbreviated CS-Studio
or CSS, is a collection of open source Java applications and modules based on the Eclipse Rich Client

20

Operator Interface

As the EPICS Open License does not have a “sharealike” condition, EPICS can be used by code licensed under both version 2 [12] and 3 [13] of the
GNU General Public License (GPL).

3.3.1
45

EPICS Open License

Besides CS-Studio many other programs to create
OPIs for an EPICS based control system exist. The
6. https://panda-repo.gsi.de/
7. https://github.com/ControlSystemStudio/cs-studio
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Figure 3.1: Example of a CS-Studio GUI used to monitor the high voltage power supplies for a prototype of the
Electromagnetic Calorimeter.

Figure 3.2: Example of a CS-Studio GUI used to monitor the cooling system Luminosity Detector.

5

10

advantage of CS-Studio in comparison with the alternatives is that it is highly customizable without
the necessity of programming and also comes together with alarm handling and archiving systems.
CS-Studio in principal is a collection of various plugins and modules from which one can create an
application. In contrast to e. g. (M)EDM or EpicsQt CS-Studio offers the possibility to include authentication and authorization methods, e. g. via
LDAP, just by including additional plugins. The
two named alternatives would require programming
the needed interface to the LDAP server by hand.
Also CS-studio provides the Data Browser which is

a strip-chart tool capable of displaying not only live
data (coming directly from EPICS via CA) but also
historic data collected from the archiver database.
This feature is currently unique for CS-Studio.

3.4

Alarm Handling

3.4.1

EPICS Alarm Thresholds

EPICS provides the infrastructure to assign alarm
levels to EPICS records[2], but it does not act on
the alarm in any way except changing the status of
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the record. Taking action is the task of additional
software that is described in Sec. 3.4.2.

5

For every numeric value, EPICS records have two
upper (called HIGH and HIHI) and two lower boundaries (called LOW and LOLO). Each boundary has an
“alarm severity”, this setting has the following three
options[2]:
• NO_ALARM
• MINOR
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• MAJOR
A severity of NO_ALARM means that the boundary it
is assigned to is unused and nothing happens if the
value of the records exceeds that boundary. The
other two options activate the boundary and cause
an alarm if the threshold is exceeded. Whether an
alarm is a MINOR or a MAJOR alarm does not matter from the perspective of EPICS, this distinction
only serves as a hint for the operator in the control Figure 3.3: CS-Studio alarm display GUI for the
room how serious the problem is. In the graphical “Proto192” Forward Endcap Calorimeter prototype[18].
user interface of e. g. CS-Studio (see Sec. 3.3.2) the
MINOR alarm is by default associated to the color
PVs as well as for groups of PVs. BEAST connects
orange, the MAJOR alarm to the color red[15].
as a client to the IOCs managing these PVs and is
In practice, the MINOR severity is often assigned to
informed by the IOC when the alarm status of the
the LOW and HIGH thresholds while the MAJOR severPV changes[15].
ity is assigned to the LOLO and HIHI thresholds. If a
value only has an upper or lower boundary, the cor- The server part of BEAST (the actual alarm server )
will send out notifications to any alarm client that is
responding thresholds would be left at NO_ALARM.
connected to it. In case of BEAST, these messages
In addition to the MINOR and MAJOR alarm, EPICS
are relayed through the Java Message Service[17].
can also set the state of a record to INVALID. This
can be used to signal e. g. communication errors The CS-Studio GUI contains an alarm client comwith the hardware that the EPICS record is con- patible with BEAST, the operator can view the current alarm status in a sidebar in the CS-Studio wintrolling.
dow. Fig. 3.3 shows an example for this user interface. But the alarm status is also shown as part of
3.4.2 Alarm Server
the “regular” display of the value of a PV as shown
in Fig. 3.2 where the lower half of the luminosity
The alarm server is the dedicated software men- detector is in the minor alarm state. This is intioned in Sec. 3.4.1 that acts upon a change in the dicated by the orange frame around the values for
alarm status of an EPICS record. It has the task temperature and pressure and the rectangles for the
to announce the alarm to the operators and take detector plates being orange instead of green.
further action according to its configuration.
Based on the message description in [15], anyThis subsection will explain the concept of the body can write an alarm client that connects to
alarm server based on “BEAST” 8 , which is a part the BEAST alarm server and executes custom acof the CS-Studio project (see Sec. 3.3.1). Using tions based on the alarm information. In addition,
BEAST as an example does not rule out the option BEAST can be configured to run an external applito use a different software with similar functionality cation if there is an alarm status change on certain
in PANDA.
PVs.
The configuration of BEAST contains a list of all An important feature of the BEAST alarm server
the EPICS process variables that BEAST shall is the latching of alarms. This can be configured
monitor. These PVs can be grouped in a hierarchical order and settings can be defined for individual
8. “Best Ever Alarm System Toolkit” [15]
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individually per PV and means that once a PV enters an alarm state, BEAST will lock this state until an operator explicitly acknowledges the alarm,
even if the value of the PV returns to a normal
value in the meantime. Acknowledging an alarm is
also possible while the value of the PV still is beyond thresholds, this acknowledge will be displayed
on all other alarm clients and shows to others that
somebody has seen the problem and is working on
a solution.
All alarms and their acknowledgments are stored in
the BEAST database for later review. The occurrence of an alarm itself will not stop the data-taking
of the whole PANDA detector. If an error is so severe that this has to happen, BEAST can be used
to call an application that sends a corresponding
signal to the central experiment control system.
Due to its important role, the alarm server itself has
to be protected against system failures. Therefore,
it will be installed on a highly available server and a
failover system will activate a backup alarm server
if the main one fails. Detailed explanations on how
this will be achieved in PANDA are given in the
sections 3.2.7 and 3.6.5.

3.4.3

Alarming Operators

One important task of the alarm system is to alert
the operators in the control room and other PANDA
members immediately in case of a problem. There
are various options to do this and they can be combined:

warning sound through the speakers of a computer. This variant has also been used at the
Proto192[19, 18].
• The CS-Studio project contains a software
called the “Annunciator”. It takes an alarm
description and turns it into natural language
using a text-to-speech engine[15]. This spoken alarm announcement can the be played
through speakers in the control room and elsewhere.

3.4.4

5
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Informing Experts

In addition to the operators in the control room, the
experts responsible for the PANDA subsystem that
caused the alarm should be notified of what happened, even if the team in the control room managed to solve the problem without the need to call
in experts.
The alarm may be rooted in an underlying, larger
problem and thus the experts should always be kept
up-to-date about everything happening to their
subsystem.

15

20

The primary form of notification will be e-mail, but
e-mail notifications may be amended by additional
means such as mobile applications.

Writing an application that connects to the alarm
server and creates an e-mail in case of an alarm is
a straightforward case and has been implemented
• As explained in Sec. 3.4.2, the CS-Studio GUI before for the Proto192 FEMC prototype[19, 18].
can show the current alarm status and allows In contrast to a prototype for a single PANDA subsystem, the whole of PANDA will need a more comthe operators to acknowledge the alarms.
prehensive solution: Instead of informing everyone
• A background application running on e. g. the about every alarm, the e-mail notification software
office computers can display a message if there should send out its messages only to those who want
is an alarm. Displaying the message can be de- and need to know about a particular problem.
layed by a configurable amount of time to not A possible solution is the following:
distract people in the office from their work for
Every PANDA member can manage his alarm nominor problems that the staff on shift in the
tification settings in his user account, most probcontrol room can solve easily. A similar soluably via a web-based interface. In this configuration has been used for the “Proto192” prototion interface, the user can store selectors that detype of the PANDA Forward Electromagnetic
cide based on regular expressions that are matched
Calorimeter[19, 18]. This connection can also
against the name of the PV whether the user wants
be established via a Virtual Private Network,
to be notified if this PV causes an alarm.
so PANDA experts outside FAIR can also stay
informed about the status of their subsystem. This approach ensures a maximum of flexibility
in the alarm notifications. For users that have
• A custom application connected to the alarm rather simple requirements, the system can proserver can use a relay to switch on a red vide templates based on the PV naming scheme (see
warning light or a siren; it can also play a Sec. 3.2.5) like “all notifications for subsystem x”.
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3.5

Finite State Machine

3.5.1

Purpose and Concept

A Finite-State Machine (FSM) is an abstract computing model that defines a set of states and transitions between them. At any point in time, the
machine can be in one of the states and in one state
only, the transitions are regarded to be instantaneous.
The transition from one state to another is triggered
by an external input. This may be an instruction
from the operator in the control room or an input
from a sensor. Each transition has a well-defined list
of conditions that unambiguously describe when it
will be initiated.
The direct switch from a state to another one without a properly defined transition between them is
not allowed. Transitions are by definition unidirectional, if the FSM should be able to transition back
and forth between two states, two opposite transitions have to be defined.
Finite state machines are commonly used as an operating model for a detector control system because
they make sure that the system is always in a welldefined state and its operation follows a deterministic path.
For example, the transition from “preparing to take
data” to “taking data” would require that all subsystems have completed all preparatory work, thus
no data is written to disk while one subdetector is
still ramping up its power supplies.
In PANDA, there will be one overall FSM at the supervisory layer and a sub-FSM for every subsystem.
The overall FSM defines a template, but the subdetector groups can decide to add additional states
for preparations and initialization.

3.5.2

40

45

List of States

Figure 3.4 shows the state diagram for the PANDA
DCS supervisory finite state machine. Transitional
states are shown in yellow, each other state has its
own color. The finite state machines of the individual sub-detectors will be more complex as the
transitional states are composed of multiple different states or even additional state machines. The
states listed there have the following meaning:
• Off:
All devices of the PANDA detector are switched
off, this includes cooling systems, vacuum
pumps, etc. This is the state the detector will

be in when it is in its maintenance position and
people are working on it.
• Preparing:
The PANDA detector has been moved to its
in-beam position and is prepared to be used
for physics or test runs. This means e. g. that
the EMC is cooling down to its target temperature of -25 °C, the vacuum chambers are
evacuated and so on. Therefore, the finite state
machine will stay in this state until all PANDA
sub-detectors have reached their stable operating conditions. As these processes take time,
PANDA will stay in this transitional state for
several days.
• Shutting down:
This is the opposite of Preparing. When a
PANDA run period is over the PANDA detector is brought into a safe state so that it can be
moved back into its maintenance position and
the vacuum pumps and chillers can be switched
off. This means e. g. that the EMC is heated up
to room temperature to avoid ice and condensing water when the dry air supply is switched
off. This may also take several days.
• Standby:
All subsystems of PANDA are in stable operating conditions and the PANDA detector is
ready to do physics (or test runs), but no data
is taken at the moment.
• Initializing:
The operator has instructed PANDA to start a
run. The DCS and the FEE are currently being programmed according to the parameters
in the configuration database (see Sec. 3.9.6).
• Running:
PANDA is taking data. This may be physics
data with beam, cosmics data, or test runs with
e. g. a light pulser.
• Finalizing:
A run has just been completed. The luminosity
monitor may be moving out to allow HESR to
create a new beam and some statistical data
for the run just completed is gathered from
the data concentrators and compute nodes and
stored in the database (like number of events,
number of π, J/Ψ, η, etc. candidates from the
online reconstruction).
• Error:
Something went wrong. This can be a small
error that just result in the termination of a
run or a serious error that requires PANDA to
shutdown the entire detector.
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Off

Preparing

Standby

Shutting down

Initializing

Running

Finalizing

Error

Figure 3.4: State diagram for the PANDA DCS finite state machine

Finalizing → Standby. If the start of the run is
aborted while the initialization is still running, the
The transitions between states are shown as arrows state machine returns directly to Standby. If a run
in Fig. 3.4, the color of these arrows groups the ends prematurely after data taking has already betransitions into categories:
gun and the FSM is in the Running state, the usual
finalization will happen before the FSM returns to
• Black: The process of starting and ending a Standby. Another reason for aborting the initialrun period.
ization and returning to Standby may be that the
initialization
of a subsystem failed, but the error is
• Dark green: The process of taking data.
not significant enough to take the FSM to the Error
• Red: An error occurred.
state.

3.5.3

5

Transitions between States

For the individual sub-detectors the conditions for
certain transitions within the Initializing or
• Orange: An action has been aborted.
Finalizing processes might also require input from
other sub-detectors. E. g. the Forward Endcap of
The usual procedure of data taking is the se- the EMC might need information from the DISCquence Standby → Initializing → Running →

5
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• Purple: A problem has been solved.
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DIRC for the regulation of its cooling.
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As explained in Sec. 3.5.2, the PANDA detector has
to be prepared for beamtime which will take several days. Most likely, the subdetector groups will
conduct several tests during this preparational period. If a severe problem is found during these tests
(e. g. no signals from many channels or a cooling
leakage), it may be necessary to switch the PANDA
detector off and open it for repairs. Therefore, the
FSM model allows the abortion of the preparation
will take the state machine directly to the Shutting
down state. After the detector reached a safe state
(Off), the repairs can begin.

Only the list of records that do exist and their properties are stored in the EPICS configuration files.
The actual values (like the temperature readout of
a sensor) are kept only in RAM and if a new value
arrives the old one is simply overwritten. It is therefore the task of other tools that connect to EPICS
via Channel Access to create a permanent recording. Such a tool is known as “archiver”.
There are different archivers available, some of the
commonly used ones are introduced in subsection
3.6.3. They all use some kind of database as storage
backend, so the archiver acts as a kind of intermediary that takes data from EPICS and puts it into
a database.

An error can occur at any time, therefore the FSM
can enter the Error state from any other state. After the problem has been solved, the state machine
may return to its previous state except Running and
its two transitional states. The reason is that an er- 3.6.2 Database Concepts
ror during a run leads to the abortion of that run.
After the problem has been solved, the FSM will There are different concepts for the organization of
return to Standby and a new run may be started. large chunks of data that are accessed by several
clients simultaneously. In the end, all data is stored
If the error was caused by a major problem that
in a file on a hard disk, but to allow simultaneous acrequires extensive repairs, there may be PANDA
cess without conflicts, a dedicated application called
subdetectors that no longer report stable operatthe Database Management System (DBMS) has exing conditions after the problem has been solved.
clusive access to the hard disk files and receives read
For example, if there was a problem with the cooland write instructions from other applications, the
ing system of a subdetector, this subdetector would
database clients. In addition to avoiding edit conhave heated up during the repairs. As stable operflicts, the DBMS can enforce access regulations, enating conditions are required for the state Standby,
sure the data written to the database follows a dethe FSM would enter the Preparing state after the
fined schema, and warrant the consistency of the
problem is solved and return to Standby after all
database.
subdetectors have again reached their target paramThe DBMSes available on the market can be dieters.
vided into several categories. On the one hand,
A reason for entering the Error state directly Off
there are relational databases that store data in a
state may be a problem that occurs during mainset of tables with defined references between the
tenance or tests of single subdetectors. For examtables. Each row in a table consists of the same
ple, a power supply may overload or cooling liqcolumns with the same data types. On the other
uid may leak from its pipe. Even if PANDA is in
hand, there are “structured storage” databases (ofits maintenance position and no beamtime is interten called “NoSQL” databases) that use a variety
rupted by such a problem, the responsible experts
of models like column or document orientation or
should be alerted and the existence of a problem
key-value store. These databases have a more flexishould be clearly communicated to everyone. After
ble approach and do not enforce strict structural rethis problem is solved, the state machine will natuquirements on the data like the relational databases
rally return directly to Off without passing through
do.
Shutting down.
There is no “better” database type in a general
sense. Which one is the right choice depends on
the requirements and specifications of the individ3.6 Persistent Storage
ual use case. For archiving EPICS data, there are
archivers that use a relational database as well as
ones that use a column-oriented or key-value ori3.6.1 Introduction
ented NoSQL database.
EPICS itself keeps no permanent record of the val- Popular open-source relational DBMS include the
ues and status of its records and changes thereto. following:
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• MySQL9
• MariaDB10
• PostgreSQL11
Some popular open-source structured DBMS are:
5

• Apache Cassandra12
• Apache CouchDB13
• mongoDB
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All of the aforementioned DBMSes have a large
userbase around the globe. They are used from
hobby projects to large enterprises and IT companies. They are known to work properly and they
all support the distributed operation on a database
cluster controlling millions of datasets.

is running on a computer inside the subnet of that
subdetector. The central archiver database will be
located at the supervisory layer and it will be run
by a database cluster consisting of several machines.
This also serves the aim of avoiding the single point
of failure problem and it ensures that the database
stays responsive even under heavy load from both
archivers and analysis clients (see Sec. 3.2.7).
Another important factor of bandwidth management is an EPICS feature called “archive deadband”.
Only if the difference between the current value of
a record and the last archived value exceeds this
deadband value, the new value is written to the
archive database. The purpose is to avoid archiving the noise of a readout process and only write
significant changes to the archive database. The
archive deadband is a property of each numeric
EPICS record and can thus be adjusted individually
for every record.

It is therefore safe to assume that any of these The candidates for use in PANDA as EPICS
DBMSes will also serve the PANDA project prop- archiver are the following applications:
erly. The large userbase also guarantees a high
probability that they will still be supported and de3.6.3.2 CS-Studio Archiver
veloped in the future.

3.6.3

EPICS Archivers

3.6.3.1

General Functionality

There are several open-source applications that
monitor a set of EPICS PVs and write all values
and statuses to a database. All of them are already
in use at several accelerator and experiment sites
around the world.
The operation principle of all the archivers is the
same: They have a configuration which contains a
list of PV names which can usually be organized
into groups. Some archivers store the configuration in a file, others in the same database where the
archived content is located. The archiver connects
to the IOCs responsible for each PV and asks the
IOC to be informed about every change of that PV
(see Sec. 3.2.1). If a change occurs – either to the
value or the status of the PV – the archiver stores
that information in the database. To avoid frequent
small write requests to the database, which is inefficient, the archivers aggregate the information in
memory and initiate single large write requests at
a regular interval.
To balance the load between the archivers, avoid
a single point of failure, and allow the archiving
of process variables that are not visible outside the
subnet of the subdetector (see Sec. 3.2.4), there will
be one archiver instance for each subdetector that

As the name suggests this application is part of the
CS-Studio project[15]. It uses the Java database
connectivity and can therefore use almost any relational database as storage backend. Like the CSStudio GUI it is build on top of the Java Rich Client
Platform[16], but it is a “standalone application”
without any GUI[15]. Support for retrieving the
archived data and displaying strip charts is natively
built into the CS-Studio GUI. The archiver application itself is not involved in retrieval of this data
as the GUI makes a read request directly to the
database itself[15].
3.6.3.3

Cassandra PV Archiver

This archive application uses the NoSQL database
Apache Cassandra (see Sec. 3.6.2) as storage
backend[20]. In contrast to the CS-Studio archiver,
the Cassandra PV archiver application is also responsible for answering queries from clients. These
clients (like the operator GUI) can query the
data from the archive servers using JSON15 over
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

https://www.mysql.com/
https://mariadb.org/
https://www.postgresql.org/
https://cassandra.apache.org/
https://couchdb.apache.org/
https://www.mongodb.com/
JavaScript Object Notation
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Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)16 [20]. The
Cassandra PV Archivers orders the data automatically in a way that uses the features of the Cassandra databases efficiently and thus ensures a good
performance. It also creates a list of “dedicated
samples” for each channel that can be used to show
the progression of a value over a longer period of
time without having to process millions of individual data points[20].

3.6.5

High Availability

To ensure a smooth operation of PANDA, mitigations for a failing database server have to be taken
into consideration. Similar means for the IOCs and
CA gateways have already been discussed in section 3.2.7. The approach necessary for a database
system is similar, but varies in the implementation
details:

Database systems need a lot of storage capacity, so
a common scenario is a failing hard disk. The indus3.6.3.4 EPICS Archiver Appliance
try standard solution to this problem is the usage
of Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID).
The Archiver Appliance is a set of modules for the In a RAID system, each single bit of data is stored
Java Servlet and web application engine Apache on multiple hard disks, so a failing disk will not
Tomcat17 . It can be set up as a cluster of archivers cause any data loss. The management software of
that use a custom protocol for coordination[21].
the RAID system will alert the responsible persons
The EPICS Archiver Appliance can use several stor- and the broken hard disk will be replaced.
age backends and is therefore not limited to a single All database systems presented in section 3.6.2 supdatabase or database type. The default is to write port database clusters, where several servers are
the data directly into files using the Google Proto- used to operate a single database. This guarancolBuffers18 serialization format.[21]
tees that the system will stay functional if not just
The appliance splits the data into short term, a disk but an entire computer fails. In addition,
medium term and long term storage. The idea is a database cluster can serve more clients and proto keep the short term data in RAM, medium term vides shorter response times to requests. In such
data in an SSD array in the computer running the a cluster, each participating server has a full copy
archiver and the long term data on hard disks in of all the data and write requests are synchronized
a central storage area network in the computing between the servers.
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Additional means are available to increase the reliTo retrieve data from the archive, the EPICS ability of the system: Server usually are equipped
Archiver Appliance also provides a HTTP-based with a second power supply unit, both of them beapplication programming interface (API) that uses ing connected to a battery backup system (UninJSON as data format. The API is different from terruptible Power Supply, UPS). The memory of
the one used by the Cassandra PV Archiver, but servers features ECC (error correction code) which
will automatically detect and correct data corrupfollows a similar pattern[21, 20].
tion inside the memory.
The PANDA DCS archive will employ all these techniques:
The central archive database will be hosted
3.6.4 Software Selection
on a database cluster, each server in the cluster will
All databases introduced in Sec. 3.6.2 and all be equipped with a RAID system, ECC memory,
archivers presented in Sec. 3.6.3 are in principle redundant power supply, etc. Therefore, there will
suitable for the use in PANDA. As other systems be two kinds of redundancy in the system: The data
of PANDA, like the DAQ or the Computing Control is stored redundantly inside each server and there
System, will also make use of databases we will take are redundant servers with each server having a full
synergies with these other groups into consideration copy of the data.
to reduce the workload and maintenance costs of the Contemporary database systems use additional
database infrastructure. For this reason the deci- technology to increase reliability beyond securing
sion on the choice of a specific database engine and against a device failure: In addition to the hard
the archiver will be made at a later date. The deci- disks and the main memory, a third category of
sion for a database and the decision for an archiver storage is introduced in the computer: The write
are connected as each archiver requires its specific
database type. Tests have been made with all three 16. Hypertext Transfer Protocol
aforementioned options to make sure they are suit- 17. https://tomcat.apache.org/
able and can be easily used.
18. https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/
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5

cache. To build a write cache, either SSDs (solid ECS and the ECS monitors them and reports any
state device) or NVRAM (non-volatile random ac- abnormal behaviour to the shifters.
cess memory) can be used. Both are more expensive per gigabyte when compared to hard disks, but
they are much faster. The write cache improves 3.9
Interfaces between DCS
the overall performance of the system, especially in
and FEE
cases where it is under heavy load.

3.9.1

3.7
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Front-End Electronics

5

Communication with
External Systems

The term front-end electronic (FEE) refers to the
components that are directly connected to the datataking devices. The most common example is an
analog to digital converter (ADC), that is connected
The PANDA DCS also needs to gather information to a photodetector (eventually with a preamplifier
from external systems, the prime example being the in between).
high energy store ring (HESR) in which the PANDA
Most FEE equipment needs to be configured to opexperiment is located.
erate properly. This configuration is not static but
The accelerator control system at FAIR will be may change over time and depend on the current
based on the LHC Software Architecture. As inter- operating conditions of the PANDA detector.
face to the experiments the REST API is planned
to be used. REST is a HTTP based communication The details of the configuration are different for
and a common standard for unidirectional data ex- each device and each PANDA subsystem, so this
change. A C++ API for REST is e. g. available Technical Design Report will only discuss basic confrom the BOOST-BEAST C++ library19 , which cepts and common standards. Detailed descriptions
could be used to implement a custom device sup- regarding the FEE of the individual subsystems can
port for EPICS. The information from the HESR be found in the Technical Design Reports and other
should be gathered centrally from a dedicated infor- publications of said subsystems.
mation dispatcher workstation in the Supervisory All FEE in PANDA will be connected to the SoLayer and distributed to all dubdetectors.
daNet bus that distributes a high precision time signal which is necessary to allow the trigger-less operation of the PANDA detector. As it is connected to
all front-end devices, this bus is also foreseen to be
3.8 Interfaces between DCS,
used for transmitting the FEE configuration data.
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The reason for having an interface between the DCS
and the FEE is both the configuration of the FEE
As outlined in chapter 2.2 the Experiment Control (as discussed in Sec. 3.9.6) as well as the constant
System (ECS) will distribute commands to the DCS monitoring of the FEE (see Sec. 3.9.7).
and the DAQ. The run control, as a part of the As the data and command flow of the DCS-FEE
ECS, will trigger both, DCS and DAQ, to prepare interface crosses the boundaries between PANDA
for data taking. In case of the DCS the global fi- subsystem, this interface is a shared responsibility
nite state machine will distribute the command fur- of both the DCS and the FEE specialists. In the
ther to the sub-detectors. When all sub-detectors process of writing this Technical Design Report, a
entered their “running” state, the DCS will send a concept document for this interface has been writsignal to the run control that the detector is ready ten and discussed and the responsibilities for the
for data taking. The run control should also receive individual tasks have been assigned. The following
a corresponding signal from the DAQ and can af- subsections are the result of this discussion:
terwards signal the DAQ to start the actual data
taking. The command to stop the data taking will
also be issued from the run control. In this case 3.9.2 Basic Concept
DCS and DAQ will go back to the “standby” state.
The operation of the PANDA detector requires the
In addition to the run control, the ECS also acts
close cooperation of the detector control system
as a supervisory layer of all PANDA online systems
such as the DCS, DAQ and computing control sys- 19. https://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_67_0/libs/
tem. All systems report their current status to the beast/doc/html/index.html
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(DCS), the front-end electronic (FEE), and the
data acquisition (DAQ). The following concept has
been established for the interfaces between these
systems and their shared data structures.
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Each sub-detector will also get its own list of
configuration datasets and the experts of each
sub-detector can freely decide which configuration
dataset shall be used for which run and operation
The basic idea contains the following two principles: mode (see Sec. 3.9.4).
This means that the DCS will issue one “load con1. The DCS gives a command via a dedicated figuration” command per sub-detector (that takes
EPICS IOC that instructs DAQ and FEE to part in the run), this requires one EPICS record
load a certain configuration that is identified for such commands per sub-detector. These records
by a unique identifier which can be an integer, may all be hosted by a single dedicated EPICS IOC
a hash, a GUID, or something equally suited. or reside on different IOCs, eventually one per subAfter the configuration loading process is com- detector. Due to the distributed nature of EPICS,
plete, the DAQ and FEE report a status back this does not make any difference from the perspecto the DCS, but the DCS is not involved in tive of the operator in the control room.
the data transfers necessary on SODAnet and
similar infrastructures to execute the loading
of the configuration values.

2. The DCS provides a central configuration
database where DCS-related values like voltages or temperature setpoints are stored together with DAQ/FEE-related values like ADC
pedestals. The DCS provides an API which
any DAQ or FEE application can use to query
data from this database. The configuration
database will as well be used by analysis clients
to retrieve the status of the PANDA detector as
it was at the point in time when the data currently under analysis was taken.

3.9.4

Operation Modes

The central run control for PANDA will allow the
operator to select from several operation modes.
The detector control system shall make sure that all
services (like power supplies) and all front-end devices are configured according to the requirements
laid down by the responsibles for each subsystem
for this operation mode.

The list of operation modes will feature modes for
testing as well as for physics. The test modes are
not only used during the assembly of the detector, but they may be used at any time where no
physics run is possible. For example, they will be
The aforementioned unique identifier is intended to used for maintenance purposes and while setting
be used by the various applications involved in this PANDA up for a new run period. The electromagprocess to unambiguously identify a configuration netic calorimeter can take light pulser runs to check
dataset as defined in Sec. 3.9.5. These datasets will its readout chain and see if there is a change in the
also get human-readable names, so that the users response of the scintillators or the photodetectors
(except eventually the database administrators) do due to radiation damage.
not have to deal with the unique identifier themRegarding the physics runs, there can be different
selves.
operation modes for different energy ranges to make
sure that the dynamic range of the data acquisition is always used properly. Each front-end device
3.9.3 Configuration Namespaces
in PANDA is tailored to handle particles with the
The groups responsible for a PANDA sub-detector maximum energy expected at that point in the deare also responsible for maintaining the configura- tector. During runs at a low beam energy, particles
tion of this sub-detector in the central configuration with that maximum energy cannot occur, so a subdatabase. The reason for this responsibility assign- system may want to adjust the gain of its sensors to
ment is that the knowledge of the experts for said have the best possible resolution in the low energy
sub-detector is required to maintain its configura- range.
tion properly.
In addition, it is worth to consider having operation
To make sure that no conflicts with e. g. parameter
names occur, the configuration data will be split
into namespaces with each sub-detector having its
own namespace. Names given to parameters (see
Sec. 3.9.5) only have to be unique within one namespace, but not within all of PANDA.

modes like “HESR down for time x”. If the accelerator is not working, PANDA cannot do physics. But
every subdetector can automatically start some predefined tasks that provide a proper use of the time
regarding the circumstances, like collecting data
from cosmic muons.
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Configuration Database

for data-taking. Each configuration dataset will be
assigned a unique identifier (integer, hash, GUID,
etc.) by the database management system or the
DCS database operation software.

The PANDA DCS will provide a central database
to store the necessary configuration data for all
PANDA subsystems. This database is replicated
In addition to the unique identifier, each dataset
over several hosts to ensure that it is highly availshall be given a human-readable name. Alongable. In addition, an automated system will reguside with its creation date and possibly other data,
larly take on-site and off-site backups.
this name will be used when a user has to select
To operate the Configuration Database standard a dataset from a list. The unique identifier is used
software solutions will be used. The requirements internally by the database system and the DCS and
and options for databases in the context of the DAQ/FEE applications, but usually not shown to
PANDA DCS has already been explain in detail in the user. In particular, the user will not be required
Sec. 3.6, so it is not repeated here again. The con- to memorize some numbers or hashes to operate the
figuration database will also use one of the database PANDA detector properly.
management systems listed in Sec. 3.6.2.
To be able to reconstruct the state of the PANDA
The configuration database is the central storage detector during analysis (both online and offline),
location for any information needed to configure the all configuration datasets are by definition readparts of the PANDA detector to make it ready for only. Once a configuration dataset has been created
data-taking. It has two main usage scenarios:
and stored in the database, nobody may be allowed
to change it. If a change is needed, it has to hap1. The DCS, the DAQ, and the run control use it pen in a way that the modified version is added as
in the process of starting a run to configure the a new configuration dataset and gets a new unique
PANDA detector for a given operation mode. identifier.
After starting a run, the software records the
Configuration datasets can then be assigned to an
configuration used in the database.
operation mode. Operation modes are global, i. e.
2. The analysis clients use the database to learn they are not bound to a subsystem namespace but
which configuration parameters were used dur- they are the same for everyone (see Sec. 3.9.4).
ing the run they are currently analyzing, Each detector group can assign one of its configuraso they can act accordingly and e. g. ignore tion datasets to each operation mode and they can
anomalies due to a disabled readout channel.
use the same dataset on different operation modes if
they so like. Also, they can change this assignment
The configuration data itself will be organized in the at any point in time.
form of a key-value store. As explained in section
When a run is about to be started, the DCS soft3.9.3, each PANDA subsystem gets its own namesware checks the operation mode of the run that shall
pace and therefore every detector group can freely
begin. It will then query the database to see which
assign its key names without having to worry about
configuration dataset is assigned to this operation
possibly breaking the configuration of another sysmode at that very point in time for each subsystem. For the content of the key-value store, a list
tem. After this, the DCS will instruct the DAQ
of data types like integer, double and string will be
and FEE software of each subsystem via the proceavailable. Further data types may be added upon
dure outlined in section 3.9.6 to load that specific
request from any PANDA group if the basic data
configuration dataset by specifying its unique identypes are not sufficient for them. The PANDA DCS
tifier. In addition, the DCS itself will take care that
does not impose any additional rules on the content
DCS-related values like voltages are set accordingly.
in the configuration database and its organization,
but views the configuration data practically as pay- The DAQ and FEE software can then use the
dataset unique identifier to query the individual paload.
rameter it needs from the key-value store in the
A defined collection of key-value pairs shall be
configuration database and program the devices acknown as a configuration dataset. A configucording to this parameters.
ration dataset also exists in the namespace of its
PANDA subsystem, so the PANDA groups can cre- The DCS (or the run control) software makes an
ate datasets as they like without harming any oth- entry into the run database (which may be a part
ers. A configuration dataset must be complete in of the configuration database) and specifies which
the sense that it contains all the information re- configuration dataset was used for each subsystem
quired to make the subsystem it belongs to ready for this run. The run will here be identified by the
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run number or any other unique property. This appropriately. This sequence is shown as a block
information is also by definition read-only once it diagram in figure 3.5.
has been entered into the database.
After this programming process is finished, the
During analysis, the user can query the list of DAQ/FEE code has to report back to the DCS with
configuration datasets used via the run number a status. This status can be either “Successful” or it
and then query any needed configuration param- can be an error code. There should be a list of deeter based on the unique identifiers of the configu- fined error codes for this interface, but this list can
ration datasets. As the datasets are read-only, the be compiled while the actual programming work is
information is guaranteed to be the same as it was done.
during taking the run and writing the data to disk. In addition, the EPICS device support controlling
the configuration loading process will also trigger
3.9.6 Initiating Configuration Loading DCS-internal processes to load configuration parameters for which the DCS is responsible like voltThe EPICS record that is used to initiate the con- age or temperature settings. To accomplish this,
figuration loading process will be equipped with a the DCS code for each sub-detector will also make
custom device support. Upon a write access on this requests to the central configuration database (see
record, the device support code takes the necessary section 3.9.5). The code for this process has to
steps to instruct DAQ and FEE to start the config- be written by the DCS experts of the individual
uration loading process. The value written to the PANDA subdetectors, as it requires detailed knowlvalue field (“VAL”) of the record is the unique iden- edge of the inner workings of that subdetector. Nevtifier (see section 3.9.2) of the configuration dataset ertheless, the PANDA DCS Core Group will provide
assistance and examples for this task. The DCSto be loaded for the specific subsystem.
internal processes will also report a status back to
The method of communication used between the de- the configuration device support.
vice support code and the DAQ/FEE code still has
to be defined and needs input from the DAQ and If there is an error reported (from DAQ/FEE or
FEE experts. The following methods are possible: DCS), the device support code will set an error status on the record, this will cause an alarm in the
• Method A: The DAQ/FEE group provides a control room. The run control software can query
shared library that the device support can this alarm status and will only proceed with the
use. This library handles all internals of the start of data taking if all PANDA sub-detectors report their initialization as “successful”.
DAQ/FEE system.
• Method B: The DAQ/FEE groups create a
DAQ control daemon that is running on the
same PC or another one. The device support
communicates with this daemon via network
(if it is on a different PC) or via inter-process
communication like D-Bus, Sockets, etc. (if it
is on the same PC).
The EPICS device support code itself will be written by the DCS group, the library or daemon will
be provided by DAQ/FEE experts. The application
programming interface (API) between these components has to defined and agreed upon by both DCS
and DAQ/FEE developers, but this can happen at
a later date.

If there is no response regarding the status after a
certain amount of time, the DCS will assume that
there is a problem and report a timeout error to the
run control, this means that the process of starting
a run will be aborted. The maximum time to finish the initialization process has to be agreed upon
by the involved PANDA groups. In case of long
initialization processes, one may implement a “still
running” status message, so that the DCS can see
that the processes on the DAQ/FEE side did not
crash.

During a run, the DAQ/FEE applications should
keep a copy of all the configuration parameters for
that run in memory, in some cases the data may also
be stored in the memory of dedicated hardware like
a data concentrator or compute node. If a front-end
The device support code will forward the configu- device needs a reset and/or reprogramming during
ration dataset unique identifier to the DAQ/FEE a run, the data is available immediately without
code. The DAQ/FEE code then has to use this having to make any requests to the DCS or the
identifier to query the required parameters from the central configuration database. This ensures that
central configuration database (see section 3.9.5). the downtime of that particular front-end device is
EPICS and the rest of the DCS are not involved kept as short as possible.
in the steps necessary to program the front-ends
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Run Control
1. Command: "Start Run"
Detector Control System
3. Command: Load dataset x
Subsystem DCS-FEE Interface
2. Query active dataset

DCS EPICS IOC
DAQ/FEE daemon/library

4. Forward command to
load dataset x

5. Query parameters for dataset x
Configuration Database
Active Config Datasets
Key-value store

Figure 3.5: Visual representation of the steps required to load the DAQ/FEE parameters according to this
concept. (The feedback from the DAQ/FEE to the DCS has been omitted to keep the graph clear.)
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Nevertheless, the information that reprogramming
was necessary should be recorded – on the one hand
to explain artifacts of a partial detector downtime
during analysis, on the other hand to see how frequently such reprogrammings are necessary. There
are several ways to realize this recording: It may
be part of the (meta) data recorded during the run
or the frontend device may notify the DCS so that
this enters the DCS archive database. A third option would be to have a dedicated API for reporting
such issues and a dedicated section in the central
database to keep these recordings.

3.9.7
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20

Monitoring the Front-End
Electronics

Another task where communication between the
DCS and the FEE is required, is the monitoring
of the FEE. As this is a different task, it will get its
own device support and can be run on a different
IOC. An additional difference between the configuration loading and the monitoring is that the latter is required all the time during a run period of
PANDA and not just at the start of a run, so these

two tasks should be kept separate.
Monitoring the FEE means to keep track of their
operation parameters like voltages, currents, and
temperatures as well as learning about errors in the
FEE and reporting them using the normal alarm
handling chain of the DCS.

5

Currently, there are two options to set up the error
monitoring of the FEE:
1. A custom device support uses an interface to
SODAnet to query specific registers from the
FEE. These registers contain the status of the
FEE module (e. g. an ADC), so an error can be
detected there.
2. The firmware of the FEE modules is extended
to actively send out an error message if an error
occurs. A custom device support receives these
error messages and acts accordingly.
The responsibility distribution in both cases shall
be as follows: The custom EPICS device support
is programmed by the DCS group, the SODAnet
interface and FEE register description is provided
by the DAQ/FEE groups.
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From the DCS point of view, both alternatives
are equally suitable, so this decision is left to the
DAQ/FEE experts.
5

10

15

Monitoring other parameters like the supply voltage of the ADCs or their temperature, is a standard
task of DCS. All that is needed here is a commu- [9] Dirk Zimoch (Control System Engineer
nication bus to ask the FEE for this information.
at PSI). private communications. 2019.
This communication bus may be SODAnet (if this
information fits in and does not interfere with the [10] David L. Mills. Network Time Protocol
readout of the ADCs). Another alternative would
(Version 3) – Specification, Implementation
be to use a dedicated bus like a serial line (RS-232)
and Analysis. 1992.
or Ethernet.
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1305.

The responsibility distribution shall again follow [11] The FreeBSD Project. The FreeBSD
the known schema: The DAQ/FEE experts provide
Copyright. 1992. https://www.freebsd.
a way to retrieve the information from the FEE and
org/copyright/freebsd-license.html.
the DCS team will create the EPICS device support
to do this.
[12] Free Software Foundation. GNU General
Public License, Version 2. 1991.
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.
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4 Common Solutions for Sub-System
Controls

5

4.1

Hardware

4.1.1

Field Devices

Many requirements such as the need of a high voltage power supply are common to many subsystems.
To reduce the workload for developing and maintaining the control system for the individual subsystems, the number of solutions for the same system should be kept as low as possible.

4.1.2
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EMC LED Pulser

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter uses a custombuilt LED pulser system for several purposes. More
than 42 of the pulsers will sit in the frame of the
EMC and the light pulses they produce will travel
through optical fibers into the EMC and enter the
scintillation crystals at the end. The bare hardware
of the LED pulser is shown in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: EMC LED Pulser without its chassis and
without the LCDs (Source: Ruhr-Universität Bochum,
Institut für Experimentalphysik I).

be found in [2] and [3].

The LED pulser is operated by an Atmel
AT90CAN128 micro processor that communicates
with EPICS via CAN bus. A custom device supThe LED pulser can be used to check the func- port has been programmed for this LED pulser
tionality of the whole readout chain (photo de- that implements its custom communication prototector, preamplifier, signal shaper, ADC, compute col. This device support is based on the Socketnode) without opening the containment of the EMC CAN API[4, 5]. The support for SocketCAN means
or reconnecting any cable. In addition, the LED that the custom CAN boards for the Raspberry Pi
pulser will be used to monitor the radiation dam- from the Institut für Experimentalphysik I of Ruhrage that will occur in the scintillation crystals. This Universität Bochum (see subsection 4.3.3) can be
is achieved by comparing the output of the LED used as well as standard CAN hardware supported
pulser reference system with the response of the in- by the Linux kernel. Dealing with different hardware is the task of the kernel in this case, so the
dividual readout channels over time.
code of the device support does not need any change
To do its task, the LED pulser is equipped with if a different CAN adapter is used.
three high-intensity LEDs in the colors red, green,
and blue. The blue LED has a wavelength of Every parameter of the LED pulser (color, intensity,
λ ≈ 450 nm which is close to the main emission frequency, etc.) has two PVs attached to it: One
wavelength of the PbWO4 scintillation crystals of “write PV” where the settings of the LED pulser
λmax = 420 nm[1]. The pulse shape of the blue LED can be changed and one “read PV” that contains
resembles the pulse shape of the scintillation light. the current settings as read back from the pulser.
This means that the pulse from the LED pulser can An exception to this rule is the board temperature
be used as a substitute for real scintillation light of the LED pulser, which has no associated “write
when testing the complete readout chain as it will PV”. The approach of writing and reading back
be processed identically by the analog components allows the operator to verify that a command has
of the signal path. The intensity of the LED pulse is actually reached the pulser and has been processed
controlled by passing the pulse through two LCDs by its firmware.
whose transparency can be changed by varying their The device support only receives CAN frames origsupply voltage. The necessary logic to do that is in- inating from the LED pulser as filtering is done
tegrated into the firmware and circuitry of the LED in the kernel to increase performance. The depulser. Further information on the LED pulser can vice support spawns a thread to wait for incom-
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temperature measurement is not necessary.
The PANDA EMC group has developed a custom temperature readout hardware named the
Temperature and Humidity Monitoring Board for
PANDA (THMP). It has 64 readout channels and
is controlled by an Atmel AT90CAN128 micro processor, the same processor that is used for the LED
Pulser (see subsection 4.1.2). Like the LED Pulser,
the THMP uses the CAN bus to communicate with
EPICS[6, 7].

Figure 4.2: THMP mainboard with two temperature
readout boards[3].
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ing CAN frames from the LED pulser. Upon reception of a CAN frame, the device support parses
the information and updates its internal data structures. The EPICS core is notified via an API call,
this causes EPICS to update the records belonging to the pulser and to inform all interested clients
(among them the archiver, see 3.6.3) via Channel
Access (see 3.2.1).

The device support for the THMP follows the same
basic architecture as the device support for the LED
Pulser as presented in subsection 4.1.2: The device support uses the SocketCAN framework and
a dedicated thread reacts on any incoming CAN
frame from the THMP, updates the internal data
structures and notifies the EPICS core via an API
call. Each THMP has a “read all channels” record
When a “write PV” is changed, the EPICS core calls
in EPICS. When this record is processed, the CAN
the corresponding function of the device support.
command to transmit all current values is sent to
This function updates the internal data structures
the THMP. The THMP responds with one CAN
and sends out a CAN frame to the LED pulser to
frame per readout channel, the frames are handled
perform the change. The pulser firmware will folby the aforementioned thread. The readout frelow the command and reply with its then-current
quency of the THMP is controlled by settings the
settings. This reply causes an update of the “read
SCAN field of the “read all channels” record.
PVs” of the pulser, so that the operator can see that
The THMP is equipped with a 14 bit ADC for
the command has been applied successfully.
digitization. The firmware of the THMP does not
The device support is available to all other PANDA
interpret the values and does not differentiate begroups using the LED pulser of the EMC. Other
tween temperature, humidity, and pressure, but algroups using custom hardware communicating via
ways transmits the raw ADC conversion. This value
CAN bus can use this device support as a template
from the ADC is fed into a calc record in EPICS
to create a device support for their devices.
to turn it into ◦C, %RH or mbar. The calibration
constants necessary for this calculation are stored
4.1.3 Temperature Monitoring for the in the EPICS database.

EMC
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The digitization and control logic is located on the
mainboard of the THMP. This mainboard features
eight slots to connect piggy-back boards (PBBs) for
the different measurement tasks. All PBBs convert
the signal they measure (like temperature, pressure,
etc.) into a voltage signal that can be digitized by
the ADC.

The PANDA EMC uses custom platinum temperature sensors (Pt100) where the temperature is calculated from a measurement of the resistance of a
platinum wire. To fit between the crystals, these
sensors have a thickness of only d = (160 ± 10) µm.
To increase the precision of the measurement, a
four-wire measurement is conducted, i. e. separate
pairs of current-carrying and voltage-sensing wires
are used to eliminate the influence of cable and contact resistances[6].

The light yield of the scintillation crystals of the
EMC depends strongly on the temperature. The
EMC will be operated at T = −25 ◦C to increase
the light yield by approximately a factor of four
compared to room temperature[1]. The light yield
of the crystals varies by 4 %/K at T = −25 ◦C,
therefore a temperature readout with a precision of
σT = 0.02 K is necessary to reach the target resolution of the EMC[4]. In addition, other parameters
The THMP is a versatile measurement solution
like the humidity or the air pressure inside the EMC
not only for temperature, humidity, and pressure.
also have to be monitored, but a precision like the
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The board is based on the TMS570 microcontroller
from Texas Instruments. The controller has a
ARM-Cortex R5F architecture and different features for error detection and correction. Tests performed by the University Frankfurt show, that the
controller can recover single bit upsets as well as
multibit upsets. The chip was also irradiated with
a 1 GeV proton beam to test the radiation tolerance.
All single bit upsets could be corrected during the
irradiation so that the chip was operating normally.
The system will run under Real-Time Executive for
Multiprocessor Systems (RTEMS)1 and EPICS.
Figure 4.3 shows the first prototype of the FTLMC.
Due to mechanical constraints from the DEGAS detector (NuStar) the board has the same dimensions
as the BeagleBone Black2 .

Figure 4.3: First FTLMC prototype.
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Other parameters can also be monitored by creating an appropriate measurement PBB. It is also
used by the PANDA Luminosity Detector to monitor the temperature of its MuPix pixel sensors located in the vacuum. The Luminosity Detector
Group developed their own measurement PBB as
the temperature sensor integrated into the MuPix
is based on a thermistor diode instead of a Pt100.
The whole THMP system is of course available to
other PANDA groups.

4.1.4

15

20

4.2

Device Drivers

4.2.1

Device Drivers for Single Board
Computers

As mentioned in section 3.2.2 it is sometimes necessary to program a custom device support for
EPICS. For the control system of the germanium
detector array used in the hyper nuclei setup the
control system is based on SBC placed inside the
detector volume. These boards have to monitor and
control the high voltage power supplies and monitor the temperature inside the detector. For this
purpose different ICs are directly connected to the
SBCs. Devices support modules for the I2 C-bus,
usage of the general purpose I/O pins (GPIO) and
Dallas-1-wire interface were developed for this detector. The code of these device support modules
was published and can be used by all groups within
PANDA.

Fault Tolerant Local Monitoring 4.2.2 isegHAL
Control Board
The EMC will operate roughly 4000 high volt-

Many subsystems use Single Board Computers
(SBCs) such as the Raspberry Pi as I/O Controllers
for their prototype studies. As those devices are not
necessarily radiation tolerant but in some cases have
to be operated close to the detector, an alternative
is required. The University Frankfurt is developing
the Fault Tolerant Local Monitoring Control Board
(FTLMC)[8] which can replace the currently used
single board computers. This board will be a common solution not only for PANDA but also for CBM,
Alice and some groups of NuStar.

age (HV) channels for their control system. The
power supplies chosen by the EMC and also other
subdetectors like the LMD are bought from iseg
Spezialelektronik GmbH3 [4]. The EHS series4 offers high precision and a wide range of power outputs. The modules have up to 16 channels and are
available with a single channel floating ground.
1.
2.
3.
4.

https://www.rtems.org/
https://beagleboard.org/black
https://iseg-hv.com/en/home
https://iseg-hv.com/en/products/detail/EHS
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For controlling and monitoring the modules a CAN
bus interface is used. Each module uses three
unique CAN addresses for the communication.
As each channel of a module provides multiple parameters which have to be monitored or controlled
and the module itself has additional parameters an
efficient algorithm is necessary to ensure a stable
communication within a large HV power supply system such as the system of the EMC. The company
iseg provides a hardware abstraction layer called
isegHAL handling the communication with the actual hardware in an efficient way. In cooperation
with iseg we developed an EPICS device support
for the isegHAL to integrate the control of the iseg
HV power supplies into the PANDA DCS system.
The EHS modules are located inside MMS5 Crates.
In the PANDA DCS two different types of crates
will be used. The ECH238 crates can operate up
to eight modules. The modules are connected to a
common CAN bus via the back plane with connectors at the front pannel. These crates require an
external CAN master for the control and monitoring task. In addition the newer ECH44x crates will
be used, which offer space for up to 10 EHS modules. The crate controller of these crates contains
an ARM-SoC running an embedded Linux system.
The crate controller has multiple CAN bus interfaces, one connected to the back plane of the crate
for the communication with the modules located inside the same crate, and two interfaces which can
be accessed at the front of the crate allowing to connect further crates to the CAN bus system as slaves.
The isegHAL as well as the EPICS I/O controller
will be running on the crate controller of the
ECH44x master crate.
The high voltage power supplies were tested at various test beams with the EMC forward endcap prototype PROTO192 (see Sec. 4.3) and first tests of
the luminosity detector. In addition iseg also tested
the EPICS I/O controller with larger setups and
daisy-chained crates in their test facilities. All test
went well and the device driver operated as expected for all control and monitoring commands.

4.3
45

4.3.1

50

FEMC Prototype
“Proto192”
Introduction

The “Proto192” was a prototype for the forward
endcap of the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) of
the PANDA target spectrometer. Several test beamtimes were conducted using this prototype. It was

Figure 4.4: Proto192 being prepared for beamtime,
front hull still open[4].

also the first PANDA prototype to use an EPICSbased DCS operating several devices like chillers
and power supplies under beam conditions, therefore it was also a prototype for the PANDA DCS,
several concepts for the PANDA DCS were tested
during the Proto192 beamtimes[4].
The Proto192 consisted of 218 PbWO4 scintillator
crystals wrapped in reflective foil and grouped in
submodules of 16 crystals each, some submodules at
the edges only had eight crystals. Fig. 4.4 shows a
picture of the Proto192 while it was under preparation for beamtime. The front hull and thermal insulation had not been mounted, yet[4]. The geometry
of the Proto192 is a cutout of the full PANDA EMC
forward endcap next to the opening for the beam
pipe, Fig. 4.5 shows the relation of the Proto192 to
the final EMC.
The Proto192 was operated at T = −25 ◦C to increase the light yield of the PbWO4 crystals[9],
the final PANDA EMC will use the same operating temperature. To detect the scintillation light it
used vacuum photo triodes (VPTs), vacuum photo
tetrodes (VPTTs) and large-area avalanche photo
diodes (APDs). The high voltage to operate these
photo detectors was delivered by power supplies
5. https://iseg-hv.com/en/products/systems#
SYSTEM-MMS
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made by iseg Spezialelektronik GmbH (see subsection 4.2.2), the same modules will also be used to
power the final PANDA EMC. Temperature, humidity and pressure inside the Proto192 were monitored using the THMP[7] (see subsection 4.1.3) and
the photo detectors were tested and monitored using the LED pulsers[2] for the EMC (see subsection
4.1.2). These devices were also controlled by the
Proto192 DCS.

4.3.2

Beamtimes

The Proto192 completed several beamtimes, the
last two with a full DCS setup so these two are
presented here:
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The first beamtime took place in September 2012 at
the EHN1 area at CERN which provided a tertiary
beam of the CERN SPS accelerator. This tertiary
beam was configured to contain electrons in the momentum range of 5 GeV/c to 15 GeV/c, for a short
time a mixed hadron beam was used that consisted
of pions, kaons, and antiprotons[10, 4].
The second beamtime took place in August 2014 at
the “Elektronen-Stretcher-Anlage” ELSA in Bonn.
ELSA provided electrons with an energy of up
to 3.2 GeV. Usually, these electrons are converted into bremsstrahlung photons and used for
the Crystal Barrel experiment, but the Proto192
beam tests used the electrons from the accelerator
directly[10, 4].
In addition to these tests at accelerator facilities,
the Proto192 was also used to record cosmic muon
events over a longer period of time in its “home lab”
at Ruhr-Universität Bochum. This marked the first
long time test runs for the PANDA DCS scheme for
a single subdetector.

4.3.3

DCS Setup

During the Proto192 beamtimes, the EPICS IOCs
(see Sec. 3.2.1) were run on a standard rackmounted server (with common x86_64 processor
architecture) and on several Raspberry Pis. One
Raspberry Pi was responsible for the high voltage
power supplies, another one for the THMP readout
and for the VME crate that housed the ADCs. The
EPICS IOC on the server controlled the three cooling machines. During the cosmic runs in the lab in
Bochum, a climate chamber was also operated by
the EPICS IOC on the server PC. Fig. 4.6 shows
a block diagram visualizing the DCS setup of the
Proto192.

The Raspberry Pis were equipped with a custom
Controller Area Network (CAN) adapter board developed at the Institut für Experimentalphysik I of
Ruhr-Universität Bochum. The driver for these custom boards integrates into the SocketCAN[5] framework in the Linux kernel, so that the EPICS code
using the CAN bus can also be used with any other
CAN interface supported by the Linux kernel.
The DCS of the Proto192 consisted of the following
EPICS records:
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• 8 iseg high voltage modules with four records
per module → 32 records in total
– Module status
– Module event status
– Board temperature

15

– Clear error flags
• 64 iseg high voltage channels with 6 records per
channel → 384 records in total
– Measured voltage
– Measured current

20

– Set voltage
– Current limit
– Channel status
– Channel event status
• 89 THMP temperature channels with 2 records
per channel → 178 records in total

25

– Raw ADC conversion
– Temperature in ◦C based on calibration
parameters
• 8 THMP relative humidity channels with 2
records per channel → 16 records in total

30

– Raw ADC conversion
– Relative humidity in % based on calibration parameters
• 4 THMP pressure channels with 2 records per
channel → 8 records in total

35

– Raw ADC conversion
– Pressure in mbar based on calibration parameters
• 1 THMP flow channel with 2 records per channel → 2 records in total
– Raw ADC conversion

40
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Figure 4.5: The backplate of the Proto192 on top of a wooden mockup of the backplate of the final PANDA
EMC, the hole in the middle is the opening for the beam pipe[4].
Supervisory Layer:

CS-Studio BOY
(Operator GUI)

CS-Studio BEAUTY
(Archiver)

CS-Studio BEAST
(Alarm Server)

Alarm and Current
Limit Regulation
Ethernet

Control Layer:

EPICS on Server 1

Field Layer:

Climate Chamber

EPICS on
Raspberry Pi 1

RS232

EPICS on
Raspberry Pi 2

CAN

Chillers

High Voltage
Power Supplies

CAN

THMP

LED Pulser

VME Crate

Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the DCS setup of the Proto192 (modified and translated from [4]).

– Flow in dm3 /min based on calibration parameters
• 3 chillers with 8 records per chiller → 24
records in total
5

– Measured bath temperature
– Temperature setpoint
– Temperature setpoint read-back

– Pump level
– Pump level read-back
– Compressor power percentage
– Switch on/off
– Status
• 1 VME crate with 13 records
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– Measured voltages on the 3.3 V, 5 V, 12 V, Since the Proto192 test beams have been comand −12 V line
pleted, a new device support for the power supplies
– Measured current on the 3.3 V, 5 V, 12 V, has been developed in cooperation with the engineers from iseg (see subsection 4.2.2), so for the
and −12 V line
final PANDA EMC this new and better code will be
– Measured fan speed of three fans
used.
– Temperature
The cooling machines have a serial interface
(RS-232) and can therefore be controlled using
– Status
StreamDevice[12] without having to write custom
• 1 LED pulser with 12 records
C code, but the communication protocol has to be
defined in a StreamDevice protocol file. The com– Read and write frequency
munication protocol used for monitoring the VME
crate was also simple enough to be implemented in
– Read and write color
StreamDevice.
– Read and write cycle count
The support for the cooling machine cannot be re– Read and write trigger mode
used in the final PANDA EMC because it will use
– Read and write transmittance
a much larger, more complex, and much more powerful cooling engine[4]. The EMC cooling system
– Execute read and write operation
will on one hand be made by a different manufacturer and thus have a different communication proIn total, the DCS for the Proto192 consisted of 669
tocol and on the other hand feature more parameEPICS records plus some additional “meta” records
ters and more regulation requirements. Nevertheto regulate the communication between the devices.
less, the number of parameters for the cooling sysAll of these records were subject to archiving by the
tem should not exceed 100, so compared to other
CS-Studio archiver (see Sec. 3.6.3) and a violation
services of the EMC (like e. g. high voltage), the
of the alarm thresholds (see Sec. 3.4.1) was handled
cooling system is small and will not use the DCS
by the CS-Studio alarm server.
resources excessively.
During the Proto192 beamtimes, there was no conFor the Proto192 tests, the CS-Studio archiver6 was
nection between the DCS and the DAQ except
used in connection with a PostgreSQL database (see
the monitoring of the VME crate that housed the
Sec. 3.6.2). The archived samples could be visualADCs. The reason is that the ADCs constructed
ized using the CS-Studio Data Browser, which is
specifically for the PANDA EMC were not yet availnatively integrated into the CS-Studio operator inable at that time, so standard of-the-shelf ADCs
terface GUI (see Sec. 3.3.2).
have been used that lack the connection abilities of
Occurring alarms were handled by the CS-Studio
the PANDA DCS-FEE interface (see Sec. 3.9).
alarm server BEAST (see Sec. 3.4.2). The alarm
overview was always visible in a sidebar in the CS4.3.4 Used Software
Studio operator interface, an example for the alarm
display is shown in Fig. 3.3 in chapter 3.
The device support (see Sec. 3.2.2) used for the
A custom software connected to the alarm server as
Proto192 comprised both custom solutions and
a client and alerted the responsible persons about
standard solutions from the EPICS community.
an alarm both in the lab (red flashlight), in their
The DCS for the Proto192 was developed with the
offices (notification on the PC), and via e-mail[13].
final PANDA EMC in mind, but some components
are not reusable and others have been replaced by The same software could also adapt alarm threshimproved versions since the tests with the Proto192 olds based on the current operating mode. In
“laboratory mode”, only voltages and temperatures
have been completed.
that could cause damage would cause an alarm,
The device support for the THMP and the LED
but in “beamtime mode”, e. g. a voltage deviation
pulser contained custom code but was based on the
≥ 300 mV would already cause an alarm because a
Asyn framework[11]. The device support for the
precise operating voltage is needed to not change
iseg high voltage power supplies was also based on
the gain of the photo detector.[4].
this EPICS module. Asyn provides a generic interface for asynchronous input/output operations,
but custom code was necessary to implement the
6. The CS-Studio archiver was called “BEAUTY” at that
communication protocol of the devices.
time for “Best Ever Archive Toolset, yet”.
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A similar – but much more complex – solution is
also imaginable for the full PANDA detector. The
alerting part is discussed in Sec. 3.4.3 and Sec. 3.4.4.
The automatic adaption of alarm thresholds may
also be sensible, but this would need an individual
solution for each subdetector suited to the requirements of that subdetector. Nevertheless, the DCS
Core Group should provide templates for such an
application, eventually based on the works for the
Proto192.

Although this test is still ongoing to get an
impression on the data usage of the CS-Studio
4.3.5 Testbeam Results
ArchiveEngine, we can already say, that the concept
of our DCS is working. Even a Raspberry Pi proOverall, the test beamtimes with the Proto192 were
vides a sufficient platform for the CA gateway with
sucessful. The concept and design of the PANDA
only 100 Mbit/s uplinks. Still it is recommended to
Forward Endcap Calorimeter were confirmed and
use a conventional server computers with two giganoise levels close to or even exceeding the target
bit Ethernet interfaces for the gateway, as also the
values could be reached. Important insights for the
ArchiveEngine and AlarmServer should run on this
production of the final detector units of the FEMC
PC.
could be gained such as the proper gain to use for
the preamplifiers and the component tolerances of
the readout chain. Further information on the reBibliography
sults of the test beamtimes can be found in [10].
The DCS of the Proto192 contributed to the
achievement of these results. During all four beamtimes, there was no major problem and it was never
necessary to stop data taking to fix a problem with
the DCS. Alarms only occurred during the setup
phase, when alarm conditions were caused intentionally to test the correct operation of the alarm
system.
Therefore, the four Proto192 test beamtimes show
that the PANDA DCS concept based on a distributed EPICS installation and CS-Studio as operator interface is capable to operate a PANDA subdetector safely and properly; the requirements laid
out in Sec. 2.1 are fully met.

4.4

40

45

DCS test to simulate a higher load on the archiver
and gateway. The Proto16 of the backward endcap
EMC only provides the low and high power supplies
with 270 PVs for our test. Since we did not have a
PC with two network interfaces available, the CA
gateway is running on a Raspberry Pi using a USBNetwork adapter as second network interface. From
the primary target system of the hyper nuclei setup
all 149 PVs of the motor control are included in our
test-bed.

Test-Bed at HIM

At the Helmholtz Institute Mainz (HIM) three subdetectors of PANDA are developed: the backward
endcap of the EMC, the Luminosity detector and
the primary target of the Hypernuclei setup. This
provides the unique opportunity to setup a realistic test-bed for the PANDA DCS with multiple sub
detectors. Since January 31th, 2019, the test-bed is
running with these three sub-detectors.
The LMD prototype has 66 PVs including the vacuum system, temperature monitoring, low voltage
and cooling. Stress tests for their cooling system
(heating-cooling-cycles) are performed within the
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the DCS setup of the test-bed at Mainz.
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Project Management

5.1

Project Management

5.2

Timeline

The timelines shown here refer to the central DCS
system with interfaces to the common supervisory
layer for each sub-detector specific controls setup.
While each of the sub-detector specific controls are
The PANDA DCS is structured in individual parti- being developed by the sub-systems themselves, the
tions for each sub detector (see chapter 2.1). This DCS Core Group provides common solutions in coallows i. a. the autonomous operation of the sub de- operation with the sub-systems. This includes the
tector for maintenance and tests.
sub-systems which will be installed after the initial
The DCS Core Group of PANDA defines the in- Day-1 setup and in the later phases of PANDA.
terfaces to the common supervisory layer and offers Regarding the interfaces of the DCS to external
support for the development of the sub-system DCS systems, the schedule for finalizing the planning
partition. Thereby the sub-systems are responsible of these particular DCS tasks depends also on the
for their own control system, including hardware planning of the PANDA DAQ and the HESR as
and software.
communication interfaces to both systems have to
The usage of common solutions described in chapter be defined and tested. Concepts to interface with
4 is highly recommended to minimize the costs of the DAQ have been presented by the DCS Core
maintenance and operation of the detector control Group and will be subject to tests in a common
setup. In addition the integration of the DCS and
system.
DAQ into an Experiment Run Control has to be
In addition, the DCS Core Group is responsible for
done together by both systems.
setting up the hardware and software of the supervisory layer (data storage, network infrastructure, For the central DCS the main milestones are:
workstations in the control room), the communica• Testing a reduced setup with three subtion with other PANDA systems like the DAQ, Run
detectors Q1/2019 – Q2/2019
Control and the accelerator. Configuration and
maintenance of the full managed network switches
• Approval of the TDR, expected in Q4/2019
and the virtual LANs for the DCS will be performed
by the core group. This includes also the mainte• Defined and tested interfaces with DAQ, Run
nance of the EPICS gateway software. The configcontrol and HESR, expected in Q2/2020
uration of the gateways has to be performed by the
• Larger test setup with multiple sub-detectors
individual sub-detector experts.
including alarm handling and tests of the FSM,
The criteria for defining archiving deadbands or the
planned for 2021 – 2022
conditions for a state transition to the “Error” state
in the finite state machine are mainly the respon• Purchasing final equipement for the central
sibility of the sub-detector experts but have to be
DCS, expeceted in Q2/2023
discussed and agreed upon with the DCS core group
as those criteria can also affect other sub-systems,
especially the reaction of the FSM to partial failures 5.3
Cost Estimation
of the sub-detector.
To ensure that the individual partitions are working
and fulfill the requirements and definitions of the
PANDA DCS, the Core Group organizes workshops
teaching the usage of EPICS for the collaboration
on a regular basis.

The DCS Core Group will purchase workstations
for the control room, storage servers and the necessary network equipment for the connection of the
individual partitions of the DCS scheme described
in chapter 2.

The PANDA DCS Core Group consists of the institutes Ruhr-Universität Bochum and GSI Darmstadt, while each sub-detector provides the required
manpower for their own control system partition.

There are no special requirements to the hardware,
therefore purchasing of the shelf workstation PCs
for the control room is suffiecient. Those PCs inclucing peripheral equipment (Monitors, keyboard,
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mouse) cost around 1 kEUR per workstation. The
gateway servers will also cost around 1 kEUR per
gateway. For redundancy two servers per subdetector will be used. The external info dispatcher
will run on two servers with a bit more computing
power. We assume 2 kEUR per server
The electronic racks at the detector as well as the
computing areas have also to be monitored. This
will be done using IPMI controller which will cost
around 200 EUR per piece.
The temperature and humidity inside the PANDA
hall will be monitored using the THMP. Including
a SBC for the readout one THMP unit costs around
1.5 kEUR.
The largest point in our cost estimate is the storage server hosting our database. As discribed
in chapter 3.6.5 the databases will run on multiple servers (cluster) with a RAID storage and
read/write caching techniques. Nowadays such a
system would cost roughly 20 kEUR per server. For
the network architecture managed switches from
CISCO Systems with 48 Gigabit-Ethernet ports
and two 10GbE uplinks can be used. These switches
cost around 2 kEUR per piece.
As a draft for the cost estimates, we currently assume the following numbers for the full PANDA
setup (18 sub-detectors):
• 18 workstations: ∼18 kEUR
• 36 gateway servers: ∼36 kEUR

30

• 2 external info-dispatcher servers: ∼4 kEUR
• 240 rack controllers: ∼48 kEUR
• 40 THMP: ∼60 kEUR
• 4 storage servers: ∼80 kEUR
• 20 network switches: ∼40 kEUR

35

• Network cables: ∼70 kEUR
• Development of the FTLMC: ∼20 kEUR
Therefore the total costs for the DCS infrastructure
is currently assumed to be in the order of 380 kEUR.
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